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Abstract
One of the biggest and most important frontiers in nuclear theory today is to construct
better and stronger bridges between bound state calculations and calculations in the contin-
uum, especially elastic and inelastic scattering (reaction) theory, as well as teasing out the
influence of the continuum on states near threshhold. This is particularly challenging as most
many-body calculations are in a bound state formalism, while reaction calculations are more
commonly in a few-body formalism. Furthermore many-body and few-body formalisms often
use different language and emphasize different properties. To build better foundations for
these bridges, we present an overview of bound state and continuum methods and, where
possible, point to current and possible future connections.
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1 Motivation and context
Rutherford discovered the atomic nucleus through scattering. Today we obtain data on nuclei
through scattering and reactions experiments, either with other nuclei or electromagnetic probes,
and via decays. Many if not most experiments measure cross sections, dictating the critical need
for reliable and consistent quantum mechanical theories for calculating reaction observables.
Low-energy nuclear theory has been invigorated by the introduction and promulgation of novel,
rigorous theoretical methods for many-body bound states, allowing for broadly successful ab initio
calculations (see section 3). The low-energy community has also become aware of the need for
similarly rigorous calculations for low-energy scattering and reaction theory, particularly for inter-
preting the results of experiment at the Facility for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB) and rare isotope
beam facilities around the world. There are only a handful of dedicated low-energy reaction the-
ories, however, with far more effort going to structure calculations in bound state frameworks. In
addition, current few-body reaction calculations often neglect the microscopic many-body structure
of the target/projectile, while current many-body structure calculations typically limit or entirely
neglect continuum degrees of freedom. In between are methods to connect structure calculations
to reaction observables. These range from techniques for the calculation of electromagnetic and
weak responses to microscopic derivations of effective nucleon-nucleus potentials.
This paper reports on the presentations and discussions of the 2018 Facility for Rare Isotope
Beams Theory Alliance (FRIB-TA) workshop “From bound states to the continuum: Connecting
bound state calculations with scattering and reaction theory". The goal of the workshop was to help
develop tools to calculate reaction observables that are directly measured in experiments, primarily
by expanding existing state-of-the-art few-body and many-body theories but also by motivating
the development of innovative approaches that can build upon connections between these theories
(Fig. 1). In particular, the main themes were: (1) to bridge from many-body theories based on
bound state formalisms to continuum degrees of freedom, and (2) to expand few-body techniques
to include microscopic degrees of freedom. This paper discusses scattering and reaction theory,
bound state structure calculations, and especially work on the boundary. It summarizes the state
of the art, with the aim to identify and lower the technical barriers to bridge between bound state
calculations and the continuum.
The program recognized:
• The use of localized basis in many bound-state calculations and the need for theoretical
advances that use hybrid degrees of freedom;
• The need to address collectivity, clustering, and non-resonant continuum;
• The need to replace current statistical methods in cases where reaction rates are dominated
by low-lying resonances;
• The critical need for reliable effective inter-cluster interactions that can be employed in many
currently available reaction codes used by theorists and experimentalists;
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Figure 1: The goal of the FRIB-TA topical program was to help develop tools to calculate reaction
observables that are directly measured in experiments, primarily by expanding existing state-of-
the-art few-body and many-body theories but also by motivating the development of innovative
approaches that can build upon connections between these theories.
• The critical need for an accurate reproduction of thresholds (energy differences) and asymp-
totic normalization coefficients (ANC) – specifically, the goal is to obtain accurate energy
differences, not necessarily accurate binding energies, and a proper handling of correlations
in the nuclear wave functions, such as clustering, collectivity, and coupling to the continuum;
• The need for advancing approaches that combine ab initio/microscopic approaches, phe-
nomenology, and experimental data;
• The important support of experiment that can provide measurements on a grid of the nuclear
chart allowing for theoretical interpolations, with a focus on masses. In particular, theory
may lead to smaller uncertainties if it interpolates between experimental data, instead of
extrapolating to very neutron-rich nuclei.
The program further addressed: What are the accomplishments and limitations of each method?
What does each method produce and at what energy regime? How well do these methods address
important experimental questions? What are the pros and cons for using each continuum method
with each bound state method? What are crucial technical details for getting started, e.g., in the
Gamow-Berggren basis, how are the Berggren states chosen and how are they normalized? What
are the current technical barriers for going further, e.g., convergence issues for applications in the
no-core shell model, coupled clusters, etc. What are the most suitable microscopic methods for
reactions with heavy nuclei? Are there benchmark calculations we can compare across methods?
1.1 Experimental context
While the driver for this paper is experiment, it is useful for us to identify two broad classes of
experiments. The first we call direct measurements, where the quantity being measured is directly of
physical interest. These include, for example, cross sections of interest to astrophysics, scattering
phase shifts for constraining interactions, and excitation energies. The second are interpreted
measurements, where one uses reactions or scattering to get at some other quantity of physical
interest (Table 1.1). These include charge-exchange, transfer, breakup, and knockout reactions,
Coulomb excitations, and so on. The interpretation of these experiments depend significantly upon
the reaction theory used, and so robust interpretations require robust theory.
The nuclear physics community currently utilizes a diverse set of radioactive and stable beam
facilities, and is eagerly anticipating the new opportunities for studying unstable nuclei which will
be provided by FRIB. The types of reactions will include resonances, radiative capture, knock-out,
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Reaction Example Nuclear information
Elastic Scattering
A(a,a)A Extracts effective interactions (optical
potentials), interaction radii, density
distributions.
208Pb(n,n)208Pb
Inelastic Scattering A(a,a
′)A∗ Extracts electromagnetic transitions or
nuclear deformation90Zr(α, α′)90Zr∗
Charge exchange A(a,c)C Studies beta decays and the weakinteraction14C(p,n)14N
Capture A(a,γ)C Determines resonance energies andwidths16O(α, γ)20Ne
Breakup Extracts properties of loosely boundstatesd+90Zr →90 Zr∗ + p + n
Knockout A(a,a
′b)B Probes structure of weakly bound
nuclei16O(α, 2α)12C
Pickup A(a,c)C Extracts spin, parity and orbitaloccupancy in valence shells90Zr(d,p)91Zr∗
Stripping A(a,c)C Extracts spin, parity and orbitaloccupancy in valence shells157Gd(3He, α)156Gd∗
Table 1: Examples of direct reactions and their role in extracting nuclear information.
transfer, charge-exchange and others, both on neutron-rich and proton-rich side. Current reaction
models rely on phenomenology including phenomenological optical potential, valence shell-model
calculations, R-matrix methods, and Glauber theory; fusion reactions in heavier nuclei use the
Hauser-Feshbach model. An example of some of the challenges is illustrated in Fig. 2: while
phenomenological optical potentials do well at high projectile energy, at low energies they fail to
account appropriately for isolated resonances. To analyze and interpret data, theory with controlled
approximations is needed, with uncertainties at least about 10%.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of predicted neutron total cross sections and experimental data, for nuclides in the Mg–Ca mass region, for the energy range 10 keV–250 MeV. For
more details, see Section 4.1.
Figure 2: Successful phenomenological optical potentials cannot address the low-energy regime
where isolated resonances become important. Comparison of predicted neutron total cross sections
(solid/dashed) and experimental data (circles). Figure from A.J. Koning and J.P. Delaroche, Nucl.
Phys. A 713 (2003) 231.
1.2 Overview of facilities and experimental programs
The facilities available to the U.S. nuclear science community have been recently summarized in
two White Papers; see in particular Sec. 3 of Ref. [1] and Sec. 3.6 of Ref. [2]. The capabilities
include radioactive and stable beams that vary in size from the large user facilities at Argonne
National Laboratory and the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory to small university
laboratories. In addition, there are facilities which provide neutron and photon beams. These
facilities are both specialized and complementary, and provide researchers with a broad suite of
tools for addressing questions in nuclear physics.
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1.2.1 Facility for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB)
Present facilities are limited in their capability to produce nuclei far from the line of stability. Major
progress in this area will be provided by FRIB, which is currently under construction at Michigan
State University. Experimental capabilities at FRIB will include stopped beams, re-accelerated
beams, fast beams, and isotope harvesting. The stopped beams are essentially unaccelerated
beams that will be used for mass measurements, decay studies, and atomic spectroscopy. The
re-accelerated beams will range in energy from 0.3 MeV per nucleon up to 12 MeV per nucleon.
The fast fragmentation beams will provide energies up to at least 200 MeV per nucleon. The
isotope harvesting capability will provide for the collection of radioisotopes for applications and
offline measurements. The re-accelerated and fast beam will be of particular interest to the nuclear
reactions community. FRIB is expected to be ready for the first science experiments in 2021.
FRIB will be very well equipped for nuclear reaction studies. The Separator for Capture Reac-
tions (SECAR) will be used to detect recoils from radiative capture reactions of interest to nuclear
astrophysics. The Gamma-Ray Energy Tracking Array (GRETA) will perform high-resolution
gamma-ray spectroscopy. The High Rigidity Spectrometer (HRS) is the key instrument for fast
beams, as it will precisely measure the charged reaction products. Besides these instruments, there
are several others, include active target detectors, a gas-jet target, neutron detectors, and other
types of gamma-ray detectors. Since FRIB beam will be highly valuable, there is considerable
incentive to design experiments that measure as many things as possible at one time, such as
measuring elastic scattering and reactions simultaneously.
1.2.2 Astrophysics
Nuclear astrophysics is concerned with the origin of the elements and energy generation in astro-
physics. The scenarios include the big bang, quiescent stellar burning, and cataclysmic events such
as novae, x-ray burst, supernovae, and neutron star mergers. The state of the field and future U.S.
plans for research in this area are summarized in a 2017 White Paper [1].
A priority for future work is to determine the nuclear physics which defines the r process, the
source of many heavy nuclei, including gold and uranium [3]. The most important work will be
mass measurements, which define neutron separation energies. Measurements of decay properties
(half lives, β-delayed neutrons) is also very important. FRIB will be the key facility for this work,
as it can produce many of the neutron-rich nuclei involved in the r process. These observables are
related to the nuclear shell structure in the region, which will be the primary tool for interpreting
measurements. There will certainly be cases where we want to understand (n,γ) cross sections
in detail. These may be addressed by measurements of level density and γ-ray strength, or by
measurements of (d,p) to deduce the properties of isolated levels.
Another focus area is radiative capture, which plays a particularly important role in nuclear
astrophysics. The captured of charged particles [4] and neutrons [5] followed by the emission of one
or more photons is important in the big bang, quiescent burning (e.g., solar fusion reactions and
the s process) as well as explosive burning. The capture of charged particles by radioactive nuclei is
studied using recoil separators, such as the Detector of Recoils And Gammas Of Nuclear reactions
(DRAGON) separator at TRIUMF and the SECAR device at FRIB. For capture on stable nuclei,
one may use separators or intense beams of protons or α particles in normal kinematics. Facilities
for that latter include the Compact Accelerator System for Performing Astrophysical Research
(CASPAR) at the Sanford Underground Research Facility as well the Laboratory for Experimental
Nuclear Astrophysics (LENA) at Triangle Universities Nuclear Laboratory. For neutron capture,
there are several dedicated neutron facilities [1, Sec. 3.4.1].
Many other types of reactions, including (p,α), (α,p), and (α,n), are important in nuclear
astrophysics, and measurements of these are being vigorously pursued using stable and radioactive
beams. These reactions, as well as radiative capture, may be further classified according to whether
they are dominated by non-resonant (direct) processes, isolated resonances, or many resonances
(statistical or Hauser-Feshbach regime). These regimes depend upon the mass, relevant excitation
energy range, and nuclear structure of the compound nucleus.
Many critical reaction and decay rates in nuclear astrophysics cannot be measured directly,
due to practical considerations such as very small cross sections, unavailability of beams, or the
difficulty of measuring neutron-induced reactions on radioactive isotopes. A critical tool for nuclear
astrophysics is thus indirect methods, which may be able to determine or constrain cross sections
or decay rates by other measurements. One example is transfer reactions, which in favorable cases
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can determine excitation energies, spins, parities, and partial widths of resonant states. Another
is charge-exchange reactions, which can determine weak interaction matrix elements. Much of the
future work at FRIB and other facilities will involve indirect methods.
Indirect methods are critically reliant upon reaction theory for interpreting measurements and
propagating uncertainties. At the present time, the theoretical tools are not always adequate.
For example, the methods for analyzing transfer reactions to unbound states (the typical nuclear
astrophysics scenario) are quite rudimentary. Even in the case of direct measurements, it is often
the case that experiments alone do provide all of the needed information. A good example is the
7Be(p, γ)8B reaction, which is discussed below in this document. The experiments are unable to
perform measurements at energies corresponding to the core of the sun, due to the small cross
section. It is thus necessary to use experiment and theory to arrive at the best estimate for the
stellar reaction rate.
1.3 Atomic nuclei as open quantum systems
One of the major goals of nuclear physics is the exploration of the drip lines, which are defined as
the limit of nuclear stability with respect to the emission of one neutron or proton, and provide
information on how many neutrons and protons can stick together. The main theoretical difficulty
in the description of nuclei close to the drip lines and beyond, comes from the emergence of
new effective scales associated with the increasing importance of couplings to continuum states as
represented in Fig. 3. Indeed, couplings to continuum states are negligible in well bound states
as a lot of energy would be required to break them apart, and so they exhibit well localized wave
functions. However, weakly bound systems do not require much energy to break apart which
translates into localized but extended wave functions, as if weakly bound systems were ready for
the emission of one or more particles.
E = 0
Coupled by excitations⇒ Γ = 0 Excitations and decay⇒ Γ > 0
New effective
scales
Figure 3: Three typical cases in quantum systems: a well bound state, a weakly bound state, and a
decaying resonance state. In the first two cases, couplings between the discrete state and continuum
states are only possible through excitations (below the particle emission threshold), while in the
last case both excitations and decays are possible ways to couple to continuum states. Because
of the strong continuum couplings in the last case, many continuum states have a structure very
similar to the discrete state, which gives the characteristic energy dispersion or width observed
experimentally.
Above the particle emission threshold, the situation is more complex. One particle or more can
leave the system and consequently the process is intrinsically time-dependent. However, it is known
experimentally that when scattering a neutron or a proton on a nucleus at low (positive) energies,
there are some specific energies at which the absorption increases significantly, which give peaks
of various widths in the cross section. This means that there exist some kind of structure in the
continuum of positive energy many-body states, where the scattered nucleon spends a significant
amount of time around the target before to leave it.
Emergence of near-threshold collectivization and clustering. – Coupling to the envi-
ronment of scattering states and decay channels cannot be taken into account by an appropriate
modification of the hermitian Hamiltonian of a closed quantum system. The matrix problem in-
volving discrete and continuum states is complex-symmetric and leads to new phenomena such
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as, e.g., the resonance trapping [6, 7, 8, 9] and the super-radiance [10, 11], the multichannel cou-
pling effects in reaction cross sections [12, 13] and shell occupancies [14, 15], the modification of
spectral fluctuations [16], and the deviations from Porter-Thomas resonance widths distribution
[9, 17, 18]. The appearance of collective states and clustering close to the corresponding cluster
emission threshold is yet another consequence of the continuum coupling [19, 20]. Nuclear clus-
Figure 4: Various examples illustrating the emergence of nuclear clustering in the vicinity of the
corresponding particle decay threshold. These include, e.g., Hoyle state 0+2 in
12C, narrow near-
threshold resonance 1/2+1 in
17O, halo ground state in 11Li, and the collective splinter of the
anti-analog resonance in 9Li.
tering is arguably one of the most mysterious nuclear phenomenon. Ikeda et al. [21] observed
that α-cluster states can be found in the proximity of α-particle decay thresholds. This feature
appears not to be a consequence of any specific feature of nuclear interactions because then the
correlations and clustering in near-threshold states would appear at random. Hence, the origin of
cluster (correlated) states in the proximity of cluster thresholds must be more general. It has been
conjectured [19, 20] that the interplay between internal configuration mixing by interactions and
external configuration mixing via decay channels leads to the new kind of near-threshold collec-
tivity. Therefore, e.g., the 0+2 resonance in
12C close to the α-particle emission threshold should
carry an imprint of 8Be+α clustering, whereas the 1/2+1 resonance of
17O in the vicinity the α
emission threshold and above the neutron emission threshold should have the structure of 13C+α
cluster state and hence its lifetime should be long (Fig. 4). Similarly, the ground state of 11Li
should resemble the 9Li+2n configuration of the nearest 2n-emission threshold rather than the
10Li+n configuration of a more distant 1n-emission threshold, and the collectivity of 1/2+6 neutron
resonance in 9Li should be caused primarily by the proximity of 8He + p decay channel [22]. This
generic phenomenon in open quantum systems explains why so many states, both on and off the
nucleosynthesis path, exist “fortuitously" close to open channels.
The near-threshold correlations may have also a noticeable effect on electromagnetic transitions
and moments, e.g., the E1 transition in 11Be from a near-threshold 1/2−1 state to the ground state
1/2+1 .
1.4 Trade-offs
No practical theory can cover every aspect. It is important therefore to understand and emphasize
the strengths and weaknesses of various methods.
In many-body theories, the trade-offs usually involve degrees of freedom. In general the most
particles included, the fewer degrees of freedom those particles can have. So for the lightest systems,
one can describe with good accuracy both the long range and short range correlations. Such
methods are often referred to as “exact methods", and include Faddeev(-Yakubovsky) approach
[23, 24, 25, 26], hyperspherical harmonics method [27], and the Alt-Grassberger-Sandhas approach
[28, 29], and are typically limited to A ≤ 5. Beyond this, for light nuclei, examples include quantum
Monte Carlo calculations, and the no-core shell model with various continuum extensions. For
heavier nuclei, one can use coupled-cluster methods with many orbits and thus describe short-
range correlations, but such methods work best at or near closed shells and best for ground states.
Configuration-interaction methods can describe many excited states and work well away from
closed shells, but for medium and heavy nuclei the number of tractable orbits becomes increasingly
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limited. In other words, in order to treat some degree of freedom better, one must be willing to give
up something else. This principle is crucial to bridging the gap between sub-disciplines.
In scattering and reaction theories, similar principles apply. For example, few-body calculations
can get highly precise results via the Faddeev equations and related methods, but at the price of
ignoring internal degrees of freedom, or hoping those internal degrees of freedom can be robustly
integrated out. There are other trade-offs as one goes to higher energy.
In other words, when bridging the gaps between disciplines, we have to ask, what is it we really
need and, simultaneously, what is it we are willing to give up?
An example of this, discussed in more detail below, is the question of asymptotic behaviors.
Correct asymptotic behavior is crucial for low-energy scattering and reactions, especially on weakly
bound systems, and part of that correct behaviors involve energy thresholds such as the separation
energy. But in most cases, ab initio calculations will not yield the energy threshold at the required
accuracy. Therefore one must either give up, with eyes wide open, fully ab initio approaches,
which undermines much of the current program in many-body physics, or perhaps find some clever
way around the problem, for example through integral methods which can describe asymptotic
behavior.
2 Overview of few-body methods
Few-body methods are of widespread use in the nuclear reaction community. For complex systems
and/or heavy composites, it is understood that a full microscopic description of the reaction is
not feasible. One then relies on the reduction of the scattering problem, inherently a many-body
problem, to a problem involving only a few relevant degrees of freedom [30, 31] (Fig. 5). Once
these degrees of freedom have been identified, specific formulations can be developed. Here we
discuss the main methods currently in use in the field.
Figure 5: Few-body techniques rely on the reduction of the scattering problem, inherently a
many-body problem, to a problem involving only a few relevant degrees of freedom.
Since our objective is ultimately to connect to experiment, the desired observables are cross
sections, which can contain various levels of detail, for example energy distributions, angular
distributions, etc. The cross sections can be constructed from the T -matrix for the process, which
can generally be written in post form as [32]:
T exact = 〈χ(−)f |V | Ψ(+)i 〉, (1)
where |Ψ(+)i 〉 represents the exact incoming wave, solution of the scattering equation:
HΨ(+) = EΨ(+) (2)
with scattering boundary conditions Ψ(+)(R → ∞) ≡ (F + TH+). Here F represents the reg-
ular Coulomb wave and H+ is the outgoing Hankel function [32]. The transition operator V
is responsible for the reaction channel under study and χ(−)f is the outgoing distorted wave. If
the many-body problem can be mapped onto a two-body problem, Eq. (2) is a trivial two-body
scattering equation. However, most often one needs to consider more degrees of freedom and the
solution of Eq. (2) rapidly becomes very challenging. Most nuclear probes are peripheral, and
therefore a correct asymptotic treatment of the problem is critical. This can be a challenge for
two reasons: a) standard bases used in many-body methods are bound state bases which perform
poorly in expanding the asymptotics of scattering states and b) the long-range Coulomb force.
As the projectile and/or target charge increases, the effect of Coulomb can become very large
and the asymptotic properties of system may not be known analytically. Furthermore, as more
degrees of freedom are included, there are several relevant thresholds (Q-values) that need to be
taken into account. Observables are extremely sensitive to these thresholds, requiring a match to
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the experimental value of a few keV. When nuclei breakup into the continuum, the non-resonant
continuum can be just as important at the resonant continuum, and final state interactions can
have an important effect on phase-space. We briefly summarize below the few-body methods that
have been developed to address these challenges.
One should keep in mind a number of important inputs needed for the few-body reaction theory.
As mentioned above, Q-values are critical inputs. As opposed to many-body methods that rely
on the NN-force, few-body methods rely on optical potentials, effective interactions between the
relevant fragments, the dynamics of which have been determined to be important to describe the
process. In addition, for some processes one needs addition structure quantities such as overlap
functions, transition densities, etc. Because it is hard to obtain the level of accuracy needed from
many-body theoretical predictions, these quantities are either directly taken from data (such as
the Q-values) or strongly constrained by data.
Traditionally in reaction theory, perturbation theory is used to expand the exact T -matrix into
the well known distorted-wave Born (DWBA) series [32]. By retaining only the first and/or second
terms of the expansion, a method referred to as DWBA, one avoids the complications of solving Eq.
(2) exactly. While DWBA may still be preferred in the analysis of data, the theory community has
long advocated for better methods, because DWBA is not reliable particularly when there is strong
clustering and/or the proximity of breakup channels. A larger array of non-perturbative methods
have been taking over the field in the last few decades. For the purposes of illustration, we focus
here on three-body methods, although analogous theories are applicable to four-body scattering
problems. Currently, there are no efforts to expand few-body methods in nuclear reactions to more
than four-bodies, due to feasibility.
If the reaction A+a can be cast as a three-body problem A+b+x where to a good approximation
the projectile is well represented by a = b + x, the exact treatment of the scattering problem is
provided by the Faddeev equations, which couple all rearrangement channels to all orders [33]. In
the Faddeev method, an overcomplete basis spanning the three rearrangement channels is used
and this ensures their separation in the asymptotic region. This is an important aspect of the
method, since then we know how to impose the correct boundary conditions. In nuclear physics,
the Faddeev equations are often solved in T -matrix form in momentum space [33, 34]. Examples of
applications include the analysis of scattering and transfer of halo nuclei as well as other reaction
channels [34, 35, 36]. Note that the solution of the Faddeev equations for systems with strong
Coulomb becomes very challenging because the equations become non-compact [37]. Work to
address this challenge using separable interactions is underway [38, 39, 40].
The continuum discretized coupled channels (CDCC) method for describing the reaction A+ a
in terms of the three-body problem A+b+x relies on the expansion of the three-body wavefunction
in a couple set of eigenstates of the system b + x [41]. These states include bound and scattering
states. For practical reasons, the continuum is discretized, usually into energy bins and represented
in terms of square-integrable wave-packets so that the resulting coupled-channel equations can be
solved. As opposed to the Faddeev method, CDCC does not couple to all orders the rearrangement
channels and therefore in some cases it cannot provide a complete picture of the reactions. However,
for many cases in which rearrangement channels are not important, it offers the best alternative
to the Faddeev method [42, 43]. Particularly for heavier systems and for reactions in which larger
clusters are involved, when the current Faddeev methods fail, CDCC is the best alternative. Just
in the last year, CDCC has been applied to a wide variety of cases, including the study of α yield
in 6Li induced heavy-ion reactions [44], the role of resonant states in fusion reactions [45] and the
sensitivity of the NN-force in (d,p) reactions [46].
Both Faddeev and CDCC are computationally intensive. When the energy scales involved in
the b+ x motion and the A+ a can be well separated, some non-perturbative approximations are
used to reduce the problem without sacrificing accuracy. The adiabatic approximation consists
of writing the problem as in CDCC, but neglecting the excitation energy in the b + x sysytem
[47]. By making all the eigenstates of the b + x system degenerate with the ground state, the
CDCC equations reduce to a simplified form which then can be solved parametrically in one of the
variables [32]. One can also use the adiabatic approximation in particular reaction channels with
enormous success [48, 49, 50]. Although primarily valid at higher energies, the adiabatic method for
(d,p) performs well even at E ≈ 10 MeV/A. Applications include the analysis of the comprehensive
10Be(d,p)11Be data [51, 52] and the extraction of 30P(n, γ)31S from the corresponding (d,n) reaction
[53].
If the energy is large enough, then the Eikonal approximation may become appropriate [32]. The
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standard Eikonal model assumes that deviations from a straightline trajectory for the projectile
can be neglected. Then, the effects of the interaction with the target are encapsulated into the so-
called Eikonal phase. This phase φ(b) is readily computed per impact parameter from the integral
over the projectile’s path of the contributions of the interaction. Few-body eikonal theories for
reactions are popular in the field due to their simplicity. Nuclear knockout reaction experiments
have consistently over the years been interpreted with eikonal theory [54, 55]. In order to stretch
the high-energy approximation, there also have been many studies to improve on the Eikonal
descriptions (e.g., [56, 57]).
To add to the large body of work on three-body methods for reactions, the community has
now been paying attention to the need to include excitations of one or more of the clusters in
the scattering problem of A+ b+ x. Examples of these new developments are studies of breakup
reactions including core excitation in CDCC [58, 59, 60, 61, 62] and Faddeev [63, 64]. Four-body
extensions in reaction theory have also been pursued, particularly when considering two-nucleon
halo projectiles (inherently three-body in structure) [65, 66] and reactions where both target and
projectile are loosely bound [67].
The few-body reaction community has focused in developing increasingly sophisticated few-
body theories that aim to solve the few-body problem very accurately. In contrast, uncertainties
in the inputs to these theories are still ambiguously quantified. Recently, there has been some
effort to use rigorous statistical methods to quantify the uncertainties in the reaction observables,
associated with the optical potential, an essential input to any of these reaction theories. Examples
focusing in the uncertainties in (d,p) reactions [68, 69] show that more work is necessary to fully
understand, not only how to quantify the uncertainties, but also how to reduce them to the level
needed so that, when combined with reaction data, one can extract the desired information.
2.1 Relevant degrees of freedom and Effective field theory
2.1.1 Effective field theory
A central idea in the effective field theory (EFT) formulation is the separation of the physics at
a given energy scale of interest from the physics at the higher energy scale. At the energy scale
of interest, once the degrees of freedom are identified no attempt at modeling the high energy
scale physics is made. All the interactions allowed by the relevant symmetries are included. This
is what is referred to as the model-independence of EFT interactions. Observables are expressed
as an expansion in the ratio of low energy over the higher energy scale. This allows a systematic
estimation of theory error from the higher order terms of the expansion that were not included in the
calculation. Refs. [70, 71, 72] provide a comprehensive introduction to EFTs in various systems in
nuclear and particle physics. Weinberg’s pioneering work [73, 74] led to the construction of nucleon-
nucleon interaction from an EFT of pion-nucleon interaction. It is worth emphasizing that EFT
is an expansion in energy, and not in the number of particles. If the active number of particles
is small then analytical methods are applicable. For larger systems with a large number of active
particles, numerical methods such as EFT defined on a space-time lattice is more appropriate.
There are two aspects of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) that dominate low-energy physics,
especially in light nuclei: (1) Chiral symmetry that dictates the lightness of pions, kaons, etas, and
their interaction with nucleons. (2) Large scattering lengths and weakly bound systems that
proliferate nuclear physics. Both of these aspects are consistently treated in the continuum and
lattice formulations of EFT. This is important in establishing connections between QCD and
nuclear interactions.
2.1.2 Halo EFT
Halo nuclei are weakly bound systems where the valence nucleons (usually one or two neutrons)
are spatially decoupled from a tightly bound core. The matter radii measurements in helium and
lithium isotopes by Tanihata et al. provided first experimental evidence for halo nuclei [75, 76].
These measurements challenged the conventional uniform density liquid drop model of atomic
nuclei. 11Li nuclei with just 11 nucleons has a matter radius ∼ 3.3 fm that is comparable to lead
nucleus with 208 nucleons. The large 11Li matter radius is interpreted as resulting from two weakly
bound valence neutrons forming a halo around a tightly bound 9Li core [77].
Halo nuclei are characterized by small separation energies of the valence nucleons compared to
the core excitation or breakup energy. This separation in energy scale is used to construct halo
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EFT. Refs. [78, 79] initiated the field of halo EFT. The review articles in Refs. [80, 81] describe
various recent calculations of elastic scattering, electromagnetic captures and electromagnetic form
factors. This formalism is also applicable to nuclear systems that have a cluster description at low
energy such as the reaction 3He(α, γ)7Be in terms of point-like 3He and α clusters [82]. In halo
EFT, the nuclear clusters and valence nucleons are treated as point-like particles that interact
through short range forces. In this respect halo EFT is similar to pionless EFT [83, 84], and shares
many calculational tools with it.
Halo EFT can provide important insight into capture reactions at astrophysical energies. Typ-
ically experimental measurements have to be extrapolated to low energies for big bang nucleosyn-
thesis (BBN) and stellar burning calculations. Theoretical error estimates are crucial for these
extrapolations. Halo EFT provides a systematic expansion where the cross sections are related to
universal parameters that can be constrained by observables. The 7Li(n, γ)8Li reaction provides
an example of this [85]. In Fig. 6, we show two potential model calculations that used the same
Woods-Saxon form constrained by the same 8Li binding energy input but differs from each other,
and from data. In the halo EFT description, the p-wave 8Li state requires two input at leading
order (LO). These are usually fitted to the 8Li binding energy and the corresponding p-wave ef-
fective range parameter ρ. The asymptotic normalization constant (ANC) is sensitive to ρ, and
can greatly effect the overall size of the cross section. Reactions involving a p-wave bound state
7Be(p, γ)8B, 3He(α, γ)7Be, 3H(α, γ)7Li are impacted in a similar manner. The electric charge form
factor of bound states can also be related to effective range corrections [84, 86]. Thus halo EFT can
provide key physical insight into connections between physical observables in terms of universal
parameters that are model-independent.
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Figure 6: 7Li(n, γ)8Li capture cross section [85]. Black long-dashed and solid curves are the EFT
results for the E1 capture to the excited state and the total E1 capture, respectively. The shaded
area shows the estimated 30% EFT errors in the latter. The results of the potential model code
CDXS+[87] using parameters from Model A [88] and Model B [89] are given respectively by the
blue dot-dashed and red dashed curves. The references to the experimental data represented as
colored dots are in Ref. [85].
In two-body systems, an important distinction between traditional potential models and halo
EFT is the inclusion of electro-weak currents not constrained by Siegert theorem in the latter.
A well known example from pionless EFT is the two-body axial current with coupling L1,A that
is important in constraining solar neutrino-deuteron scattering cross section [90]. In the recent
3He(α, γ)7Be cross section calculation [82], two-body currents not constrained by elastic scattering
are found to contribute at LO. At the same time, due to the sensitivity of the ANC to the effective
range ρ, a 10% change in the value of ρ can accommodate vanishing two-body current contribution
in the energy region where data is available. However, at solar energies where data is lacking, the
cross section with and without two-body corrections differ [82]. Halo EFT can provide meaningful
error estimates in solar burning and BBN energy regime where data is lacking.
2.2 Dispersive optical model
The dispersion relation was recognized by Mahaux and Sartor as an important ingredient to link
the energy domain of elastic scattering to the binding potential at negative energy which generates
the levels of the nuclear shell model. Mahaux and Sartor developed the dispersive optical model
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(DOM) to provide this link. Their review paper is available in Ref. [91] and their approach has
been later expanded by the St. Louis group with the aim to apply it also to unstable nuclei.
In addition, more information related to experimental properties of the ground state has been
included, in particular the description of the charge density has been incorporated by extending
the analysis to include fully nonlocal potentials [92]. A recent review of this effort is available in
Ref. [93] This approach has also been utilized to make predictions of the neutron skin of 48Ca [94].
The dispersion relation for the self-energy is employed in its subtracted form
Re Σ`j(r, r′;E) = Re Σ`j(r, r′; εF ) (3)
− P
∫ ∞
ε+T
dE′
pi
Im Σ`j(r, r′;E′)
[
1
E − E′ −
1
εF − E′
]
+ P
∫ ε−T
−∞
dE′
pi
Im Σ`j(r, r′;E′)
[
1
E − E′ −
1
εF − E′
]
,
where P is the principal value. The self-energy Σ is an effective one-body interaction between the
particle (or hole) and the A-particle system, and is an exact representation of the Feshbach optical
potential [95] generalized for both bound and continuum states [96, 97] (cf. Sec. 3.5).
The beauty of this representation was recognized by Mahaux and Sartor [91] since it allows for a
link with empirical information both at the level of the real part of the non-local self-energy at the
Fermi energy (probed by a multitude of HF calculations) and also through empirical knowledge of
the imaginary part of the optical potential (constrained by experimental data) that consequently
yields a dynamic contribution to the real part by means of Eq. (3). In addition, the subtracted
form of the dispersion relation emphasizes contributions to the integrals from the energy domain
nearest to the Fermi energy on account of the E′-dependence of the integrands of Eq. (3). Recent
DOM applications include experimental data up to 200 MeV of scattering energy and are therefore
capable of determining the nucleon propagator in a wide energy domain as all negative energies
are included as well.
The importance of this formulation of an empirical representation of the nucleon self-energy
is contained in its translation of experimental data into a theoretically accessible quantity. While
the DOM assumes standard functional forms of the potentials, its parameters are constrained by
data. The resulting information can therefore be used as an interface with ab initio approaches for
the nucleon self-energy. An example is provided in Fig. 7 where the imaginary part of the central
DOM self-energy of 40Ca is compared for different `-values with calculations based on the Faddeev
random phase approximation (FRPA) [98, 93], one of the incarnations of the self-consistent Green’s
function approach.
This comparison clearly demonstrates that a reasonable correspondence can be generated with
theory and empirical results but also identifies the limitations that ab initio methods face. First it
should be noted that the FRPA result generate a self-energy that is a collection of many discrete
poles. A phenomenological procedure is therefore required which assigns these poles a width that
increases with distance to the Fermi energy. This will always be the case in all such calculations
unless a continuum basis is employed. The inevitable finite configuration space also does not
provide a good description beyond roughly 50 MeV away from the Fermi energy. Furthermore,
the agreement for higher `-values deteriorates rapidly. Such comparisons clearly demonstrate the
usefulness of the DOM as a vehicle to assess the quality of theoretical approaches. A comparison
with volume integrals obtained from multiple scattering approaches may provide better agreement
at higher energy but most likely will fail at lower energy.
Finally, the DOM provides a new approach to the analysis of nuclear reactions, as it can pro-
vide distorted waves for protons and neutrons, as well as relevant overlap functions with their
normalization (spectroscopic factors). Early applications already found such ingredients to pro-
vide a good description of transfer reactions [99]. More recently applications of the (d, p) reaction
have been investigated with DOM potentials for 40,48,60Ca in Ref. [100] generating physically more
reasonable results as compared to those obtained with the global Koning-Delaroche potential be-
cause DOM potentials provide also a good description at negative energy. A very recent analysis
including never before published data of the 40Ca(e, e′p)39K reaction also demonstrates that DOM
ingredients provide all the necessary ingredients to accurately account for these data using the
distorted-wave impulse approximation [101] at energies around 100 MeV for the outgoing proton.
The spectroscopic factors provided for this analysis were constrained by other data and there-
fore provided a consistency check of their interpretation. The results furthermore demonstrate
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Figure 7: Comparison of volume integrals the imaginary part of a nonlocal implementation of the
DOM for 40Ca with ab initio FRPA calculations.
that the Nikhef analysis with separate phenomenological local potentials for bound and scattering
states [102] slightly underestimated the values for spectroscopic factors by about 0.05.
3 Overview of many-body methods
There are a bewildering variety of many-body methods, though most of them draw from the same
pool of theoretical tropes. To introduce them, we begin with the interacting shell model or just
the shell model (SM), often called the configuration-interaction method in fields outside of nuclear
physics. There are more powerful methods than the SM, several of which will be discussed below,
but the SM is a conceptually straightforward paradigm, and some of its weaknesses with regards
to the continuum are shared by other many-body methods.
The SM wave function is just an expansion in a basis {|φα〉}:
|SM〉 =
∑
α
cα|φα〉. (4)
Unlike few-body methods, which typically work in relative (or Jacobi) coordinates, the SM wave
function is usually in single-particle coordinates, that is the A-body wave functions are of the form
φα(~r1, ~r2, . . . , ~rA). The primary driver for this is the antisymmetry of fermions. Thus the basic
element of SM wave functions are, either explicitly or implicitly, Slater determinants (or, more
properly, their occupation-number representations), antisymmetrized products of single-particle
wave functions, which is trivial in second quantization using fermion single-particle creation and
annihilation operators. In relative coordinates, one must explicitly antisymmetrize by taking all
possible permutations. We discuss some variants of the SM below. In additional to its conceptual
simplicity, the SM can compute low-lying excited states nearly as easily as the ground state. As
illustrated in Eq. (4), one conceptualizes the SM, as well as some other many-body methods,
through the lens of the wave function; this is one of the conceptual gulfs between many-body and
few-body methods, which frequently focus on the scattering or T -matrix. Equally foundational is
the idea that one finds the coefficients cα by a variational principle, minimizing the energy.
The coefficients also lead us to the primary disadvantage of the SM model: the lack of cor-
relations in any given Slater determinant, so one must include many configurations, up to 24
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billion in the largest calculations to date. Most variants on the SM, such as symmetry-adapted
configuration-interaction SM and cluster-based SM, as well as alternatives such as coupled clusters
(CC) and Green’s function Monte Carlo (GFMC), build in correlations. This in turn has a cost,
of course, of additional complexity or loss of flexibility (CC and GFMC must work harder to get
excited states). In technical terms, any SM calculation includes many unlinked diagrams that must
be cancelled, which in turn means the SM is not size-extensive, which CC is.
Single-particle coordinates have disadvantages, of which the primary one is that separation out
of intrinsic or relative motion from center-of-mass motion is not trivial. Because of this it is difficult
to truly identify relative cluster motion, for example the asymptotic behavior of a single particle (or
alpha or other cluster) at a long distance from the remainder. This in turn leads to the simplifying
assumption of boundary condition of wave functions vanishing at infinity. These problems drive
several of the current methodologies for connecting to the continuum, such as the resonating group
method (RGM) and related methods, and complex bases such as the Gamow-Berggren basis which
imposes outward traveling boundary conditions.
3.1 No-core shell model
The basic idea of the no-core shell model (NCSM) is simply to treat all A nucleons in a nucleus as
active, i.e., to write down the Schrödinger equation for A nucleons and then to solve it numerically.
This approach avoids problems related to excitations of nucleons from the core, such as core-
polarization effects, because there is no core, and being a non-perturbative approach, there are no
difficulties related to convergence of a series expansion. It may also be formulated in terms of an
intrinsic Hamiltonian, so as to avoid spurious center-of-mass (COM) motion.
The starting Hamiltonian
H = Trel + V =
1
A
∑
i<j
(~pi − ~pj)2
2m
+
A∑
i<j
(VNN)ij +
A∑
i<j<k
(V3N)ijk + . . .+ VCoulomb, (5)
where m is the nucleon mass, VNN is the nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction, V3N is the three-
nucleon interaction, and VCoulomb is the Coulomb interaction between the protons. There is no
restriction on the VNN and VNN interactions used, without any restriction, typically interactions
that are derived in the chiral effective field theory [103, 104, 105, 106], meson-exchange theory
[107], or inverse scattering harmonic oscillator representation of scattering equations (HORSE)
formalism [108, 109] (see Sec. 3.1.2). The NCSM uses a harmonic oscillator (HO) single-particle
basis that allows preservation of translational symmetry of the nuclear self-bound system, even
if single-particle coordinates are utilized. This is possible as long as the basis is truncated by a
maximal total HO energy of the A-nucleon system [or selected according to SU(3) symmetry, as
discussed in Sec. 3.1.3]. The NCSM employs a large but finite harmonic oscillator (HO) basis.
The NCSM champions light nuclei due to its computational efficacy, but is limited by the
explosive growth in computational resource demands with increasing number of particles and size
of the spaces in which they reside. To address this, the NCSM framework has been extended to
heavier nuclei by using truncating schemes as in the Importance Truncation NCSM [110] and Monte
Carlo NCSM [111], by using a symmetry-adapted basis (see Sec. 3.1.3), and by re-introducing the
core with theoretical methods designed to treat the many-body correlation effects of the core in
a non-perturbative manner, such as deriving effective interactions for a valence shell from NCSM
[112], coupled cluster method (CC), and In-medium Similarity Renormalization Group (IMSRG)
(see Sec. 3.4.4).
3.1.1 Continuum degrees of freedom in NCSM
One way to address the long-distance behavior of nuclear wave function and to introduce coupling
to the continuum is by using a basis that explicitly considers cluster degrees of freedom. This
can be done through a combination of the NCSM with the Resonating Group Method (RGM)
[113, 114, 115]. In the RGM [116], nucleons are organized within different groups, or clusters,
“resonating” through the intercluster exchange of nucleons. This antisymmetrization between
the different clusters guarantees the Pauli exclusion principle, which along with the considera-
tion of internal structure for the clusters, is one the most important features of the approach.
In the case of two clusters (A − a) and a, the cluster states for a channel ν are defined as
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|Φνr〉 = |A− a〉 ⊗ |a〉Y`(rˆA−a,a) δ(r−rA−a,a)rrA−a,a for a relative distance between the clusters rA−a,a. The
nuclear wave function is given in terms of the cluster states
|Ψ〉 =
∑
ν
∫
r
drr2
gν(r)
r
Aˆ |Φνr〉 , (6)
with unknown amplitudes gν(r) that are determined by solving by the integral Hill-Wheeler equa-
tions (that follow from the Schrödinger equation):∑
ν
∫
drr2 [Hν′ν(r, r
′)− ENν′ν(r′, r)] gν(r)
r
= 0. (7)
Here, Hν′ν(r′, r) = 〈Φν′r′ | AˆHAˆ |Φνr〉 is the Hamiltonian kernel and Nν′ν(r′, r) = 〈Φν′r′ | AˆAˆ |Φνr〉
is the norm kernel, where Aˆ is the antisymmetrizer. The kernels are computed using the microscopic
wave functions of the clusters that can be obtained, e.g., in the NSCM. Once the kernels are
computed, Eq.(7) can then be solved using a microscopic R-matrix approach [117, 118], the code
for which is publicly available [119].
A hybrid basis approach, the no-core shell model with continuum (NCSMC) [120, 121], uses
mixed shell-model and RGM basis to achieve a faster convergence [122].
Another way to include the continuum in the NCSM framework is to start with a continuum
single-particle basis, such as the Gamow-Berggren basis (see Sec. 3.4.2).
3.1.2 J matrix approach (or HORSE, or Algebraic RGM)
The J-matrix formalism in scattering theory was originally developed in atomic physics [123]
utilizing the so-called Laguerre basis which is a Sturmian-type basis for the Coulomb problem.
A generalization of this formalism utilizing either the Laguerre or the harmonic oscillator bases
was suggested in Ref. [124]. Later the harmonic-oscillator version of the J-matrix method was
independently rediscovered in nuclear physics [125, 126, 127, 128]. The J-matrix with oscillator
basis is sometimes also referred to as an Algebraic Version of RGM [125, 126] or as a harmonic
oscillator representation of scattering equations (HORSE) [129].
Within the HORSE approach, the basis function space is split into internal and external regions.
In the internal region which includes the basis states with oscillator quantaN ≤ N, the Hamiltonian
completely accounts for the kinetic and potential energies. The internal region can be naturally
associated with the shell-model space. In the external region, the Hamiltonian accounts for the
relative kinetic energy of the colliding particles only (and for their internal Hamiltonians if needed)
and its matrix takes a form of an infinite tridiagonal matrix of the kinetic-energy operator (plus the
sum of eigenenergies of the colliding particles at the diagonal if they have an internal structure).
The external region represents the scattering channels under consideration. If the eigenenergies Eν ,
ν = 0, 1, ... , and the respective eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian matrix in the internal region are
known, one can easily calculate the S-matrix, phase shifts and other parameters characterizing the
scattering process (see, e. g., Refs. [124, 129, 130, 131]).
The HORSE formalism was successfully utilized in numerous studies of the nuclear continuum
with two- and three-body open channels in cluster models either with phenomenological inter-
cluster interactions (see Ref. [132] and references therein) or within the RGM framework (see
Refs. [133, 134, 135, 136, 137] and references therein). The inverse scattering HORSE formalism was
also developed [138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143] and utilized for designing high-quality NN interactions
JISP6 and JISP16 [109] describing the NN scattering data and deuteron properties together with
observables in light nuclei. However, an extension of the NCSM to the states in the continuum
by a direct implementation of the HORSE formalism seems to be unpractical since it requires
a calculation of all spurious-free NCSM eigenstates of a given spin-parity which is impossible
in modern large-scale NCSM studies. This drawback can be overcome by the use of a specific
Lanczos-type reformulation of the HORSE method [144], which has not been implemented yet.
Another option is to use the so-called Single-state HORSE (SS-HORSE) approach [145, 146, 147,
148] which makes it possible to calculate the low-energy S-matrix and resonance energies and
widths by a simple analysis of the dependence of the lowest NCSM eigenstate of a given spin-
parity on parameters defining the many-body NCSM basis space, the oscillator frequency ~Ω and
the basis truncation boundary Nmax. The NCSM-SS-HORSE approach was successfully applied
to the studies of the nα scattering [145, 146] and the resonance in a system of four neutrons
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(tetranetron) [149]. Both the Lanczos-type HORSE formalism [144] and the SS-HORSE [145, 146,
147] extensions of the NCSM as well as HORSE-RGM applications [150] are prospective for future
studies of nuclear reactions.
3.1.3 Symmetry-adapted framework: Collective correlations and continuum
Built upon the ab initio NCSM framework, the symmetry-adapted framework exploits exact and
approximate symmetries of the nuclear many-body dynamics (reviewed in Ref. [151, 152]). The
symmetry is utilized to construct the basis states, that is, the model space is reorganized to a
symmetry-adapted (SA) basis that respects the symmetry. Hence, calculations are not limited a
priori by any symmetry and employ a large set of basis states that can, if the nuclear Hamiltonian
demands, describe a significant symmetry breaking. In particular, the symmetry-adapted no-
core shell model (SA-NCSM) [152, 153], has achieved significantly reduced model spaces without
compromising the accuracy for various observables, and has accommodated nuclei beyond the
light species, as well as modes of enhanced deformation and spatially extended clustering (Fig.
8) [154, 155, 156, 157]. The model is founded on efficacious techniques of group theory and
uses symmetry-adapted (SA) bases, based on the SU(3) symmetry group and its extension, the
symplectic Sp(3,R) group, associated with deformation, vibrations and rotations. Such symmetries
were first recognized by Bohr & Mottelson [158], followed by the seminal work of Elliott [159, 160,
161] and the microscopic no-core formulation by Rowe & Rosensteel [162, 163]. Earlier applications,
which have been typically limited to just a few basis states and symmetry-preserving interactions,
have provided successful descriptions of dominant collective features of nuclei – from the lightest
systems [164, 165], through intermediate-mass nuclei [166, 167, 152], up to strongly deformed nuclei
of the rare-earth and actinide regions [163, 168, 169, 170]. An important result is that dominant
features of nuclei are indeed found to track with SU(3) and Sp(3,R) symmetries and naturally
emerge from first-principle considerations [152, 153]. A major advantage of the SA-NCSM is that
the SA model space can be down-selected to a subset of SA basis states that describe equilibrium
and dynamical deformation, and within this selected model space the spurious center-of-mass
motion can be factored out exactly [171, 172]. Another major advantage is the use of group
theory, including the Wigner-Eckart theorem and group-theoretical algorithms.
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Figure 8: Ab initio SA-
NCSM calculations using the
chiral NNLOopt [173] NN in-
teraction. (a) Energy spec-
trum of 18Ne in 9 HO ma-
jor shells, along with the
B(E2; 2+ → 0+) strength
in W.u. reported for 33
shells. (b) Density profile of
the ground state of 20Ne (top)
and 48Ti (bottom). Simula-
tions are performed on the
Blue Waters system. Figure
adapted from Ref. [157].
SU(3)-scheme basis. – The many-nucleon SU(3)-scheme basis states are constructed using
efficient group-theoretical algorithms [174, 175]. For a total of N HO quanta, the SU(3) symmetry
further classifies the states according to the distribution of these quanta in the x, y, and z directions.
Hence, a pair of quantum numbers can be introduced, (λµ) with λ = Nz −Nx and µ = Nx −Ny,
where Nx+Ny +Nz = N , and they, together with the total intrinsic spin S, label the states. E.g.,
Nx = Ny = Nz, or equally (λµ) = (00), describes a spherical configuration, while Nz larger than
Nx = Ny (µ = 0) indicates prolate deformation.
Sp(3,R)-scheme basis. – The symplectic Sp(3,R) symmetry provides a further organization of
the nuclear model space, and underpins the many-nucleon Sp(3,R)-scheme basis states (reviewed
in Refs. [151, 176, 152]). The main feature is that, within a symplectic configuration, L = 0
and L = 2 particle-hole excitations are driven by the total kinetic energy operator (or equally,
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the nuclear monopole moment that describes the “size" of the nucleus) and quadrupole moment
(that describes the deformation of the nucleus). Indeed, operators that preserve the symplectic
symmetry (do not mix symplectic configurations) include the monopole and quadrupole moment
operators, the many-body kinetic energy, generators of rigid and irrotational flow rotations, and
the total orbital momentum L. Using Sp(3,R)-scheme basis is not as straightforward as the
SU(3)-scheme basis, as there are no known Sp(3,R) coupling/recoupling coefficients. The SA-
NCSM with Sp(3,R)-scheme basis resolves this by diagonalizing an Sp(3,R) symmetry-preserving
operator calculated in the SU(3) basis [153]. The resulting Hamiltonian matrix is drastically small
in size and its eigensolutions, the nuclear energies and states, can be calculated without the need for
supercomputers. Alternative methods build the symplectic basis recursively, as outlined in Refs.
[177, 178, 179], and later generalized to a no-core shell-model framework in Refs. [180, 181, 151]
and in the ab initio symplectic no-core configuration interaction model (SpNCCI) [182, 183]. Ab
initio SA-NCSM calculations reveal the predominance of only a few symplectic configurations in
low-lying nuclear states in isotopes up through the calcium region – this implies that these states
are typically made of only one or two equilibrium nuclear shapes (deformed or not) with associated
vibrations and rotations [181, 152, 153].
In order to converge long-range properties of the nucleus, i.e., those which depend up on the
“tails” of the nuclear wave function, it is necessary, in the context of an oscillator basis, to include
orbitals with large numbers of radial nodes and thus many oscillator quanta. Indeed, in a symplectic
basis, once the dominant symplectic configurations contributing to the nuclear wave function are
identified, the calculation can be extended, within these configurations, to include basis states with
many more oscillator quanta than would be possible in a traditional NCSM calculation. In this
way, one can accommodate collective correlations that are essential to account for deformation, as
well as include small but critical configurations from the continuum. Such a pattern is encouraging
for possible use of the SA framework to provide the structure component of reaction calculations.
3.2 Coupled Cluster and In-Medium Similarity Renormalization Group
Methods
3.2.1 SRG Evolution of Interactions and Operators
Much of the progress in nuclear structure theory in the past decade has been enabled by the use of
Effective Field Theory (EFT) and Renormalization Group (RG) methods. Two- and three-nucleon
interactions from chiral EFT have become the standard input for ab initio structure theory —
see Refs. [184, 185, 186, 187] for reviews and discussions of open issues. RG methods are a nat-
ural companion to EFT models, because they allow one to smoothly dial the resolution scale or
cutoff of a theory. In principle, they could be used to rigorously connect various EFTs of the
strong interaction by systematically integrating out degrees of freedom (high-momentum modes,
composite particles, etc.), possibly starting from QCD. In practice, applications are typically sim-
pler but nevertheless extremely useful: By lowering the resolution scale of input chiral two- and
three-nucleon forces, we decouple their low- and high-momentum modes and greatly accelerate the
convergence of few- and many-body methods that rely on Hilbert space expansions. This decou-
pling is achieved by means of a continuous unitary transformation, which we implement via the
operator flow equation
d
ds
H(s) = [η(s), H(s)] . (8)
To decouple momenta, we construct the generator of the transformation using the relative kinetic
energy,
η(s) ≡ [
~k2
2µ
,H(s)] . (9)
Clearly, η would vanish – and the SRG evolution would stop – if the Hamiltonian were diagonal in
momentum space. In applications, it is convenient to parameterize the flow by λ ≡ s−1/4. From
Eqs. (8) and (9), it is clear that λ has the dimensions of momentum. Its meaning is illustrated in
Fig. 9 (a): the figure shows the SRG evolution of a two-nucleon Hamiltonian matrix in momentum
space, and λ measures the width of diagonal band. In other words, it limits the momentum that
the interaction can transfer in an NN scattering process to |~k−~k′| . λ. Thus, λ can be identified
with the resolution scale of the evolved Hamiltonian.
The benefits of using the SRG to decouple low- and high-momentum physics in nuclei do come
at a cost: the evolved nuclear Hamiltonian will contain induced many-body operators, even if we
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Figure 9: SRG evolution of nuclear Hamiltonians. (a) Schematic view of the SRG evolution in
momentum space. (b) Ground state energy of 3H as a function of the flow parameter λ for chiral
NNLO NN and NN+3N interactions (see Ref. [188] for details). NN -only means initial and
induced 3N interactions are discarded, NN+3N -induced takes only induced 3N interactions into
account, and 3N -full contains initial 3N interactions as well. The black dotted line shows the
experimental binding energy [189]. Data for the figure courtesy of K. Hebeler.
start from a two-body interaction. Numerically, the effect of induced interactions is demonstrated
in Fig. 9 (b), which shows the evolution of 3H ground-state energies that have been calculated
with a family of SRG-evolved chiral NN and NN+3N interactions (see Ref. [188] for details). If we
neglect the induced three-body terms in the evolved interaction and the SRG generator, the energy
varies by 5–6% as we evolve the Hamiltonian over a typical range of λ values (NN-only). If we
include induced 3N interactions, the unitarity of the transformation is restored and the energy no
longer varies with λ. Note that the NN+3N-induced results now match the ground-state energy we
would have obtained with the unevolved NN interaction, while the NN+3N-full results are obtained
from a consistently evolved NN+3N starting Hamiltonian that was fit to reproduce experimental
triton data [184, 185, 190]).
Given that this example shows the importance of tracking induced interactions, one may ask
whether the added complexity of dealing with 3N (and possibly higher) many-body forces makes
RG evolving the Hamiltonian worthwhile at all. The answer to that question is affirmative, because
the induced interactions will still be of low-momentum/low-resolution character — their improved
convergence behavior in many-body calculations (far) outweighs the increased complexity of the
Hamiltonian. Moreover, a hierarchy of many-nucleon forces naturally appears in Chiral EFT
anyway, because its degrees of freedom are composite objects like nucleons and pions rather than
quarks.
Another important consequence of working with SRG and chiral EFT is that all operators of
interest must be constructed and RG-evolved consistently to ensure that observables like expec-
tation values or cross sections remain invariant under specific choices of calculation schemes and
resolution scales (see, e.g., Refs. [191, 192, 193, 194, 195]). This will be especially important
when we work to connect nuclear structure and reaction theories. The SRG provides us with a
useful diagnostic in these efforts: As discussed for Fig. 9, truncations of the SRG flow can lead to
a violation of unitarity that manifests as a λ-dependence of calculated observables. We can use
this dependence as a tool to assess the size of missing contributions, although they have to be
interpreted with care [191].
3.2.2 Solving the Many-Body Problem with Decoupling Methods
The Coupled Cluster (CC) method and the In-Medium SRG (IMSRG) avoid the basis size explosion
by avoiding the construction of the Hamiltonian matrix altogether, and hence can reach heavy
nuclei. Instead, they use similarity transformations that act on the operator directly and decouple
specific states or groups of states from the rest of the Hamiltonian matrix in an implicit fashion.
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Figure 10: Decoupling of particle-hole excitations from a 0p0h reference state: the schematic matrix
representation of the initial Hamiltonian H0 (a) and the transformed Hamiltonians obtained from
IMSRG (b) and CC (c), respectively (see text).
IMSRG. – We start with a general one- plus two-body Hamiltonian, which can be written in
second quantization as
H = E +
∑
ij
fij{a†iaj}+
1
4
∑
ijkl
Γijkl{a†ia†jalak} . (10)
The parentheses indicate that the strings of creation and annihilation operators have been normal
ordered with respect to a reference state, which is typically a Slater determinant constructed from
harmonic oscillator or Hartree-Fock orbitals (see Refs. [196, 197, 198] for details). After normal
ordering, E is the energy expectation value of the reference state, while f and Γ are the in-medium
mean-field Hamiltonian and residual two-nucleon interaction, respectively.
Figure 10 (a) shows the matrix representation of the Hamiltonian in the basis consisting of
our reference Slater determinant and its particle-hole excitations. Note that H is band diagonal
because it can at most couple npnh states to (n ± 2)p(n ± 2)h states. The goal of the IMSRG is
to decouple the one-dimensional block in the Hamiltonian matrix that is spanned by our reference
state Slater determinant (labeled 0p0h in Fig. 10) from all excitations, using the flow equation (8).
In principle, we can use a suitably chosen reference to target different eigenstates, e.g., by taking
references which are expected to have the largest overlap with the target (see Chapter 10.3 of Ref.
[198]). In practice, we usually target the ground state by using a Hartree-Fock Slater determinant
as our reference.
To achieve the desired decoupling, we use H ≡ Hd+Hod, where Hod denotes the part of H that
we want to suppress, and Hd defines the desired Hamiltonian at the end of the IMSRG flow. In the
free-space SRG discussed in Sec. 3.2.1, we decoupled momentum scales by by choosing Hd = ~k2/2µ
and driving interaction matrix elements that couple states with |~k− ~k′| & λ to zero. Here, we need
to suppress
Hod ≡
∑
ph
Hph{a†pah}+
1
4
∑
pp′hh′
Hpp′hh′{a†pa†p′ah′ah}+ H. c. , (11)
which are the terms ofH that couple the reference Slater determinant to 1p1h and 2p2h excitations,
respectively. In analogy to the free-space SRG, we define the generator
η(s) ≡ [Hd(s), Hod(s)] = [Hd(s), H(s)] (12)
to evolve the Hamiltonian operator and implicitly transform it to the matrix representation shown
in Fig.10 (b). We note that this will not only decouple the ground state from excitations, but also
eliminate the outermost band in the Hamiltonian matrix, which makes the evolved Hamiltonian
an attractive input for subsequent configuration interaction or equation-of-motion approaches (see,
e.g., Refs. [199, 200, 201]).
In most IMSRG applications to date, we truncate all operators at the two-body level, which
defines the so-called IMSRG(2) scheme. Since we work with normal-ordered operators, the omission
of induced three-body terms causes much smaller issues than in the free-space SRG: We are only
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truncating residual 3N interactions, while in-medium contributions to the zero-, one-, and two-
nucleon parts of the Hamiltonian are accounted for. For more details about the method, we refer
our readers to Refs. [196, 197, 198].
CC method. – In contrast to the IMSRG, the Coupled Cluster method decouples sectors of the
Hamiltonian matrix through a non-unitary similarity transformation. Traditionally, the discussion
of CC focuses on the correlated wave function, for which the ansatz
|ΨCC〉 = eT |Φ〉 (13)
is introduced. Here, T is the so-called cluster operator, which is defined as
T =
∑
ph
tph{a†pah}+
1
4
∑
pp′hh′
tpp′hh′{a†pa†p′ah′ah}+ . . . , (14)
and tph, tpp′hh′ , . . . are the cluster amplitudes (see, e.g., Refs. [202, 203, 198]). In practical ap-
plications, the cluster operator is usually truncated to include up to 2p2h (CC with Singles and
Doubles, or CCSD) or some of the 3p3h terms (CCSDT, including Triples). Acting on a Slater
determinant reference state, eT admixes arbitrary powers of such correlated few-particle, few-hole
excitations. Note, however, that the cluster operator T is not anti-Hermitian because it lacks
de-excitation operators, and therefore eT is not unitary.
The cluster amplitudes are determined by demanding that the similarity transformed Hamil-
tonian,
HCC ≡ e−THeT , (15)
does not couple the reference to 1p1h and 2p2h states. Defining |Φp...h...〉 = {a†p . . . ah . . .} |Φ〉, the
decoupling conditions lead to the following system of non-linear equations:
〈Φ| e−THeT |Φ〉 = ECC , (16)
〈Φph| e−THeT |Φ〉 = 0 , (17)
〈Φpp′hh′ | e−THeT |Φ〉 = 0 . (18)
Here, ECC is the CC approximation to the ground-state energy, which corresponds to the upper
left entry in HCC ’s matrix representation, as shown in Fig. 10 (c). The other blocks in the first
column of the matrix vanish because of the CC equations.
As a consequence of the non-unitarity of the CC transformation, care must be taken when one
evaluates observables using the CC wave function, or uses the non-Hermitian HCC (cf. Fig. 10)
as input for subsequent diagonalization. In this regard, the CC methods are less convenient than
unitary transformation methods like the IMSRG. An advantage of CC over a unitary method is
that the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff series appearing in Eqs. (16)–(18) terminates at finite order
because of the properties of the cluster operator, while additional truncations must be used in
unitary approaches.
3.3 Lattice EFT and adiabatic projection method
Lattice EFT is a numerical method for calculating nuclear properties exactly in a periodic box from
an EFT defined on a space-time lattice. Lattice methods for field theory was introduced by Wilson
in the context of QCD [204]. Lattice methods for nuclear ab initio calculations from an EFT
were introduced in Ref. [205]. In lattice EFT, one starts with an initial state wave function |ψ0〉
(a Slater determinant) and evolves it in Euclidean time τ as exp(−τH)|ψ0〉 with the microscopic
Hamiltonian H derived from EFT interactions. The exponential behavior of the partition function
Z = 〈ψ0| exp(−τH)|ψ0〉 at large Euclidean times allows one to extract information about ground
and excited state energies. Expectation values of observable O, including higher order energy
corrections, can be calculated as 〈ψ0| exp(−τH/2)O exp(−τH/2)|ψ0〉/Z. The review article [206]
describes the implementation of lattice EFT for few- and many-body calculations. Both the pionless
EFT and chiral formulation in the so called Weinberg power counting on a space-time lattice are
described in detail there. The lattice EFT calculations are performed by Monte Carlo simulations
over possible field configurations between the initial and final states.
The lattice EFT methods have been applied to a wide range of systems from few nucleons to
A ∼ 30 [207, 208]. The first accurate ab initio calculation of the Hoyle state energy was performed
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in lattice EFT [209]. Beyond static properties, reaction cross sections can be calculated using
lattice methods. At low energy one usually considers the reactions a(b, c)d, a(b, γ)c where a, b, c, d
are nuclear clusters and γ a photon. Two recent algorithmic developments – adiabatic projection
method and pinhole algorithm – allow for ab initio reaction calculations in lattice EFT.
In the adiabatic projection method [210], an initial trial state | ~R0〉 approximating two nuclear
clusters with separation ~R0 is evolved with the microscopic Hamiltonian as | ~Rτ 〉 = exp(−τH)| ~R0〉.
Energy measurements with normalized wave functions determines the adiabatic Hamiltonian as
Ha = (〈 ~R′τ | ~Rτ 〉)−1〈 ~R′τ |H| ~Rτ 〉. The Hamiltonian Ha defined in the cluster coordinates has matrix
dimensions L3 × L3 whereas the microscopic Hamiltonian is L3(A−1) × L3(A−1) for an A-body
system. The cluster Hamiltonian Ha is applicable at energies below the breakup of the nuclear
clusters. It includes all deformation and polarizations of the clusters in the presence of other
clusters from an ab initio calculation, without any modeling. The α-α s- and d-wave scattering
phase shifts calculated from the 8-body Hamiltonian using the adiabatic projection method is
shown in Fig. 11. Details of the calculations are in Ref. [211].
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Figure 11: α-α s-wave elastic scattering phase shift from an ab initio lattice EFT calculation [211].
In the lattice EFT calculations, the particle locations in an atomic nuclei are not accessible.
This deficiency has been remedied now with the introduction of the pinhole algorithm [212]. An
opaque screen with A pinholes is inserted in the middle of the Euclidean time steps. The location,
and spin-isospin labels of the pinholes are selected by the nuclear distribution in the simulation as
determined by the microscopic interaction. This is implemented by inserting in the middle of the
time step the A-body density operator : ρα1,a1(r1) · · · ραA,aA(rA) : with spin label αi and isospin
label ai, respectively. Once the location of the nucleons ~ris are calculated from the pinholes, the
center-of-mass location ~Rc.m. is determined by minimizing
∑A
i=1 | ~Rc.m.− ~ri|2. The nucleon distri-
butions were calculated for carbon isotopes 12C, 14C, 16C; and accurately reproduced experimental
measurements where available [212]. For example, the lattice EFT calculation for the 14C charge
radius 2.43± 0.07 fm is compatible with data 2.497± 0.017 fm [213] within the error bars.
3.4 Berggren basis
To address the challenges of describing nuclei as open quantum mechanical systems (Sec. 1.3),
the quasi-stationary formalism has been developed, where the state of a many-body system in
the continuum is described as a stationary wave with outgoing boundary conditions. While this
formalism has been first introduced in 1884 [214], it has been introduced in nuclear physics by G.
Gamow in 1928 [215]. The same idea was introduced in atomic physics by A. F. J. Siegert in 1939
[216].
Tore Berggren [217, 218] developed a complex-energy basis for applications to nuclear systems.
In the Berggren basis (detailed in appendix A), bound states, resonances, and discretized complex-
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energy scattering states are all treated at the same footing, which is especially suitable for the
description of loosely bound nuclei. This last attribute makes the Berggren representation easy
to implement in already existing codes using well localized basis states, as harmonic oscillator
or Gaussian basis functions. Existing published codes provide the building blocks, i.e. bound
states, resonant states and complex energy scattering states, which are eigenfunction of a given
mean-field [219, 220, 221] and would substitute the localized basis. While dealing with divergent
radial wave function or complex energy scattering state required some extra skill, in addition to the
increased computational complexity, the gain of using the Berggren basis is that the single-nucleon
asymptotic is well reproduce.
The key of the quasi-stationary formalism is that in the case of decaying resonances, the complex
eigenenergies can be written as
E = E0 − iΓ
2
⇒ T1/2 = ~
Γ
ln(2), (19)
where the real part corresponds to the energy position of the resonance (the peak in the scattering
cross section) and the imaginary part is associated to the energy dispersion or width of the reso-
nance (width of the peak). The width can then be used to get the lifetime of the resonance. In
short, the quasi-stationary formalism gives an access to the structure quantum systems in the con-
tinuum without using a time-dependent approach, by providing the energy positions and widths of
resonances simultaneously. The price to pay for describing an intrinsically time-dependent process
in a time-independent approach is that some of the solutions are not square-integrable anymore
as shown in Fig. 12. While the bound state shown in Fig. 12 has a localized wave function that
Figure 12: Typical bound state,
real part of the decaying reso-
nance, and scattering radial wave
functions. The scattering and de-
caying resonance wave functions
are not normalizable in the usual
sense (Hilbert space norm).
falls off at large distances, the scattering state wave function has a plane-wave shape, and the real
part of the decaying resonance has a localized inner part but also an external part that oscillates
and grows to infinity, proportionally to the decay width. In fact, resonant and complex energy
scattering states are not part of the Hilbert space, and they find their place in quantum mechanics
when it is defined in the rigged Hilbert space [222, 223, 224].
The Berggren basis is a versatile tool that has been used in several nuclear many-body ap-
proaches (Fig. 13), starting with the Gamow shell model (GSM) [225], in the density matrix
renormalization group method for open quantum systems or Gamow-DMRG [226, 227], as well as
in the coupled cluster (CC) method [203]. It has also been used in the particle-plus-rotor model for
atomic and nuclear physics problems [228], and was recently used in the Gamow coupled-channel
approach in Jacobi coordinates [229] to solve the three-body problem. The configuration interac-
tion approaches are currently limited to about ten particles (a core with about ten valence particles
in GSM and the G-DMRG method, or ten active particles in no-core calculations), while the CC or
IMSRG approaches can reach a hundred active particles, but only around (sub-)closed shell nuclei
plus or minus one or two particles. The main issue with all these structure approaches, is that while
in principle they take into account channel couplings through the configuration mixing thanks to
the Berggren basis, it is not clear how to distinguish individual decay channels. As a consequence,
these approaches cannot provide partial decay widths or any reaction observable. In order to
circumvent this problem and access reaction observables in Berggren-based approaches, two pos-
sibilities are available (Fig. 13, right panel). The hard way is the extension of the many-body
structure formalism to the resonating group method (RGM) where reaction channels are defined
explicitly, similarly to what was done in the no-core shell model [230]. This strategy was adopted in
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the GSM+RGM (also referred to as coupled-channel Gamow shell model, GSM-CC) and allows to
compute reactions observables directly from the many-body calculations [231, 232, 233, 234, 235].
The second way is to generate an effective potential for the "target" from many-body structure
calculations [236, 237, 238, 239, 240, 241] using the many-body Green function formalism [242] (cf.
Sec. 4.1.2).
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Figure 13: Snapshots of the methods using the Berggren basis for structure (left) and reaction
(right) calculations. On the left, several methods are missing such as the particle-plus-rotor model
or the Gamow coupled channel in Jacobi coordinates. On the right, the current strategies to obtain
reactions observables can be divided in two groups: the use of RGM cluster basis as an extension
of structure calculations and the effective potentials methods.
3.4.1 Gamow shell model
Early attempts to reconcile discrete and continuum aspects of nuclear many-body problems have
been based on the projection formalism [243, 244] and lead to the development of the continuum
shell model (CSM) [245, 246] and, more recently, the shell-model embedded in the continuum
(SMEC) [247, 248, 249] which provides a unified approach to low-energy nuclear structure and re-
actions. In SMEC, one couples eigenstates of the phenomenological SM Hamiltonian with relevant
reaction channels to describe the level spectroscopy and the reaction cross sections in the same
many-body formalism [250] (Fig. 14).
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Figure 14: Recent evolution of paradigms in the low-energy nuclear structure and reaction theory
from closed to open quantum systems.
First open quantum system formulation of the nuclear SM, respecting unitarity at the particle
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emission threshold(s), has been achieved in Gamow shell model (GSM) [251, 252, 253, 254]. The
many-body states in GSM are given by the linear combination of Slater determinants defined in
the Berggren ensemble of single-particle states. Reaction channels are not explicitly identified so
GSM in this Slater determinant representation is the tool for spectroscopic studies of bound and
unbound states and their decays. Most numerical applications of the GSM have been done by
separating an inert core and using the cluster orbital shell model [255] relative variables in the
valence space. In this way, spurious center-of-mass excitations are removed.
The solution of an eigenvalue problem involving the continuum states is an acute numerical
problem. As in the standard SM, the dimension of the many-body valence space increases catas-
trophically with the number of valence nucleons and the size of the single-particle basis. In GSM,
each single-particle state of the discretized scattering contour becomes a new shell in the many-
body calculation. Moreover, the use of Berggren ensemble implies complex-symmetric matrices for
the representation of the hermitian Hamilton operator. To achieve convergent results, the density
matrix renormalization group (DMRG) approach, first introduced to overcome the limitations of
the Wilson-type renormalization group to describe strongly correlated 1D lattice systems with
short-range interactions [256], has been extended for non-Hermitian systems and applied to solve
the configuration-interaction problem of the GSM [257, 258]. As the properties of shells in the non-
resonant continuum vary smoothly along the scattering contour, the GSM+DMRG approach is well
suited to optimize the size of the scattering space and achieve completeness in GSM calculations.
For the description of scattering properties and reactions, the entrance and exit reaction chan-
nels have to be identified. This can be achieved in GSM by expressing wave functions in the
complete basis of the reaction channels (in a procedure that is based on the RGM described in
Sec. 3.1.1). This coupled-channel representation of the Gamow shell model (GSM-CC) has been
recently applied for various observables involving one-nucleon reaction channels, such as the exci-
tation function and the proton/neutron elastic/inelastic differential cross sections [231, 232, 233],
or low-energy proton/neutron radiative capture reactions [234, 235]. Channels in these reactions
are given by the initial/final GSM eigenvectors of (A− 1)-body system coupled to proton/neutron
in the continuum states. Resulting A-body wave functions are antisymmetrized and the separation
of core and valence particles allows the GSM-CC to be applied in medium-heavy and heavy nuclei.
One should stress that channels in GSM-CC are build by GSM wave functions which respects
the unitarity at the decay thresholds of each cluster subsystem. The extension of the GSM-CC
approach to reactions involving cluster reaction channels, such as deuteron or α-particle reaction
channels, has been recently developed as well [259]. In particular, the calculated center-of-mass
differential cross sections of the 4He(d,d) elastic scattering in the GSM-CC [259] reproduces both
the resonance spectrum of 6Li, the phase shifts and the elastic scattering cross sections with a
similar precision as the NCSMC [122]. However, GSM-CC can be applied to study the elastic
scattering and transfer reactions involving many-nucleon projectiles whose composites cannot be
reached in the NCSMC approach.
3.4.2 No-core Gamow shell model approach
More recently, following the progress in the NCSM and in constructing realistic nuclear interactions
rooted in chiral effective field theory, the strategy pioneered by the continuum shell model has been
further extended to ab initio description of structure and reactions within the no-core shell model
coupled with the resonating-group method (NCSM/RGM) [113, 115], and the no-core shell model
with continuum (NCSMC) [120, 121]. For the studies of resonant states in light nuclei, the no-core
Gamow shell model (NCGSM) formulation has been recently successfully applied to investigate
the resonant states of Helium and Hydrogen isotopes and the existence of tetraneutron [260, 261].
3.4.3 Using Berggren basis: pairing correlations and microscopic alpha decay
Pairing. – An alternative to the many-body basis truncation is to consider an effective interaction
which keeps a subsets of all possible correlations, as for example pairing. Of special interest may
be the constant pairing interaction which admits exact solutions. Since the realization that pairing
effects [262] were important in nuclei system [263], it has been incorporated as a simplified model
interaction to describe nuclear properties [264]. An overcoming formulation of the approximate
solution of the pairing Hamiltonian, which conserves the number of particles, was proposed by
Richardson shortly after pairing emergences [265]. A resurgence of Richardson approach happened
at 2000 [266]; since then it has been recognized as a valuable model to study nuclear systems
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[267, 268, 269]. The application to pair correlation involving the resonant continuum has been
introduced in Ref. [270] through the Gamow states. The proper treatment of the continuum must
include the correlations with the resonant and non resonant part of the continuum spectrum of
energy. Subsequently, an overarching formulation which includes the full continuum, was introduce
in Ref. [271] through the continuum level density. By modeling the resonant contribution with
Breit-Wigner distribution and by rotating the contour to the imaginary energy axis, one separates
explicitly the resonant and non-resonant contribution from the pairing interaction. Figure 15 (a)
shows the relative contribution of the bound, resonant and nonresonant continuum in the drip-line
nucleus 22C. The analytic extension to the complex energy plane shows that the Berggren basis
emerges naturally in the conserving particle number solution of the pairing Hamiltonian. For the
derivation of the Richardson equations in the Berggren basis, see [272, 273]. This can be applied to
studies of loosely bound nuclei, and also unbound nuclei. For example, the study of the unbound
nucleus 28C in the Gamow basis [271], produces a natural width for the ground states energy
(which real part is positive.)
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Figure 15: (a) Assessment of the bound states and the continuum in the ground state energy of
the drip-line nucleus 22C as a function of the pairing strength G. (b) Assessment of the continuum
in the alpha decay calculation in 212Po.
Microscopic alpha decay. – One of the biggest challenges in the microscopic description of
nuclear drip-line physics is the proper assessment of the asymptotic behavior of the many-body wave
function. This is particularly relevant in the description of the alpha decay since, from the R-matrix
formalism, the absolute width results from the product of two functions which both depend on the
radial coordinates, i.e. penetrability and reduced width [274]. Alpha decay has been traditionally
describe in harmonic oscillator basis [275, 276, 277] with the limitation that asymptotic tail were
not properly describe, which is reflected by the fact that the absolute width strongly depends on
the radial coordinate. Since the Berggren basis properly includes the continuum, and then also the
proper behavior of the radial coordinate asymptotically, one expects that the product of the two
functions becomes independent of the radial coordinate.
From a pure microscopic stand point, i.e. without the explicit inclusion of a cluster, the
clusterization of the four nucleons has to be built from the single-particle model spaces and the
nucleon-nucleon interactions. The implementation of the Berggren bases, both in proton an neutron
representation, allows the use of an extended basis that includes as many resonant continuum
states through the Gamow resonances. Figure 15 (b) shows the behavior of the absolute width
Γ as the single-particle model space increases from a representation which includes only bound
states, resonant states, and finally an extended resonant-state bases, when a schematic separable
force is used [278]. The plateau of the 2 fm width around the surface of the nucleus can only be
achieved by using the Berggren basis. A proper treatment of the microscopic alpha decay in the
vicinity of the drip-line nuclei should take into account all nucleon-nucleon correlations, e.g., with
a suitable effective interaction in the continuum [279] or similar to Ref. [280] with applications to
the superallowed alpha decay in 104Te in the proton drip-line region.
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3.4.4 CC and IM-SRG with Berggren basis
The complex-energy Gamow-Berggren framework has been recently merged with the IMSRG ap-
proach that uses a chiral EFT force [281]. The Gamow IMSRG has been successfully applied to
neuron-rich carbon isotopes with significant results, e.g., pointing to a halo structure for the dripline
nucleus 22C. Some interesting resonant excited states are predicted, which would be valuable for fu-
ture experiments. However, there are still some issues needed to be solved in the Gamow-Berggren
calculations. The complex resonant Berggren wave functions are not square integrable, which re-
sults in problems in the direct calculations of nuclear radii and electromagnetic transitions. The
long-range Coulomb interaction is also difficult to be handled, due to the non-integrability of res-
onant wave functions. Though one can write an intrinsic Hamiltonian with the center-of-mass
motion removed, the spurious center-of-motion excitation in the Gamow-Berggren wave functions
is not easy to be treated, because usually the Woods-Saxon or Hartree-Fock basis is used, instead of
the harmonic oscillator basis in which the spurious center-of-motion excitation can be removed by
using the Lawson method [282]. One may use the so-called cluster-orbital shell-model framework
to avoid the spurious center-of-mass excitation in the Gamow-Berggren many-body wave functions
[255, 283]. However, in the ab initio types of the Gamow calculations, the transformations of
realistic nucleon-nucleon interactions to the cluster-orbital shell-model scheme are very difficult to
be handled. In addition, the Gamow numerical computations are performed with complex num-
bers and complex functions, therefore one needs to pay special attentions on the convergences
of complex-number calculations. Due to the existence of scattering channels, the model space of
a Gamow calculation can be huge, which requires substantial computer resources. Additionally,
the stability of the Gamow numerical computations might be an issue, particularly for the imag-
inary parts of the resonance or continuum results. Nevertheless, the Gamow calculations provide
a powerful tool to calculate the structure and reactions of bound, weakly-bound and unbound
systems.
3.5 Self Consistent Green’s functions
Green’s functions are a representation of the solutions to a time-independent Hamiltonian H [242],
G(α, β; t− t0) = − i~
∑∫
un(α)u
∗
n(β)e
− i~ εn(t−t0), (20)
represents a non-local, one-body, time-dependent Green function relevant for a single-particle prob-
lem. The integral sum runs over n eigenstates of the spectrum with eigenvalues εn and eigenfunc-
tions un, and α, β are relevant complete sets of quantum numbers (e.g. r, r′, k,k′ or harmonic
oscillator quantum numbers n, n′, `, j). Imposing t > t0, that is causality in time–forward propa-
gation, the time–dependent Green function can be rewritten through the Fourier transform of the
Heaviside Θ(t− t0). This generates the spectral representation of the forward Green function,
G(α, β;E) =
∑∫ un(α)u∗n(β)
E − εn + iη , (21)
with η → 0.
In the nuclear many-body problem, the reference state is usually the ground state of a doubly
closed shell nucleus. Therefore, a particle can be both added to and removed from the ground state.
It is important to consider both forward propagating and backward propagating Green functions,
reducing to the familiar Källén–Lehmann spectral representation [284, 285]. That is, for a nucleus
of A nucleons,
G(α, β;E) =
∑ up(α)u∗p(β)
E − (EA+1p − EA0 ) + iη
+
vh(α)v
∗
h(β)
E − (EA0 − EA−1h )− iη
. (22)
The eigenvalues EA+1p and E
A−1
h correspond to the eigenstates of the particle (A+1) configuration
and the hole (A− 1) configuration, respectively. The particle and hole amplitudes up, vh are given
by,
up(α) = 〈ψA0 |aα|ψA+1p 〉, vn(α) = 〈ψA0 |a†α|ψA−1h 〉, (23)
with aα and a†α representing the addition and removal operator for the chosen basis {α}.
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The Green function can, in principle, be constructed with every many-body method from
densities and eigenstates (cf. Sec. 4.1.1 and Appendix B). However, Green functions are directly
used to solve the many-body problem following a diagrammatic expansion scheme [286, 287, 288].
The expansion will determine the many–body approximation used and the physics included in the
self-energy, therefore in the propagator.
Starting from a general time-independent Hamiltonian, e.g., containing a two and three-body
Hamiltonian,
H = T + VNN + V3N, (24)
the application of diagrammatic rules reduce it to a one-body effective interaction, that is referred
to as the irreducible self-energy Σ?. A direct diagrammatic expansion can be employed, or, al-
ternatively the equation of motion for the single-particle propagator can be utilized to generate
its coupling to the two-particle propagator, etc. Particular schemes to sum infinite-order con-
tributions have been implemented for infinite systems with full self-consistency. In the case of
the ring-diagram approximation for the polarization propagator, one recovers the so-called GW
approximation [289] which has found ample application in condensed matter physics. Ladder
diagram summation are particularly relevant for nuclear systems and have been successfully imple-
mented with full self-consistency at finite temperature for different realistic interactions (see e.g.
Ref. [290]). Finite temperature calculations avoid consideration of pairing solution although these
can be incorporated as well [291].
A related method used to calculate self-consistent ab-initio Green functions uses the Alge-
braic Diagrammatic Construction (ADC) [292, 287]. It is an automated way to include orders of
perturbation into the definition of the irreducible self-energy,
Σ?(E) = Σ∞ + Σ˜(E), (25)
where Σ∞ is the static, energy independent part arising from mean-field like contributions, in-
cluding an eventual external static potential, and Σ˜(E) is the energy-dependent part arising from
correlations. The procedure uses the Dyson equation making the calculation of the propagators
non-perturbative. In particular, the Dyson equation,
G = G0 +G0Σ?G, (26)
is solved iteratively to obtained the dressed propagator G, from the bare propagator G0 over
the single-particle vacuum as defined in Eq. (22). One of the important properties of Green
functions, is the dispersion relation (derived from the Kramers-Kronig relation) that connects real
and imaginary part of the self-energy (see Sec. 2.2).
3.6 Energy density functional and heavy nuclei
Although ab initio many-body methods have increased their range of applicability throughout
the nuclear chart in recent years, the majority of nuclei remain out of reach for these type of
methods. The nuclear energy density functional (EDF) formalism remains the most microscopic
approach available for heavy isotopes [293]. The EDF approach enforces a simple wave function
for the nuclear system, like a Slater determinant in Hartree-Fock (HF) theory. This is in contrast
to ab initio approaches that explicitly include the many-body correlations of the system into the
wave function. In order to recover these correlations, the many-body Hamiltonian is constructed
as a density dependent functional with parameters adjusted to reproduce a collection of nuclear
structure properties. The main advantage of a mean field approach like EDF is that the resulting
framework scales well with the number of particles. This makes EDF a reliable tool to study FRIB
relevant systems like neutron rich nuclei close to the drip-line.
In HF theory the contribution of the two-body interaction VNN (r) to the total energy can be
obtained by contracting the two-body potential matrix elements with the density matrix. This can
be expressed in relative (r) and center of mass (R) coordinates as
ENN =
1
2
Tr1Tr2
∫
dR
∫
dr〈rσ1τ1σ2τ2|VNN (r)|rσ3τ3σ4τ4〉
×
[
ρ1
(
R+
r
2
)
ρ2
(
R− r
2
)
− ρ1
(
R− r
2
,R+
r
2
)
ρ2
(
R+
r
2
,R− r
2
)
Pστ12
]
,
(27)
where the traces indicate summation over the spin σ and isospin τ quantum numbers and Pστ12 is an
exchange operator. While in principle a realistic NN interaction can be used in Eq. (27) to calculate
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the HF energy, the non-local nature of the densities in the exchange term makes the calculations
rather involved. In practice, interactions with specific symmetries are developed to deal with this
non-localities, like the contact terms of a Skyrme functional or the Gaussian functions of a Gogny
interaction. In such cases parameters are adjusted to reproduce nuclear structure data.
The phenomenological nature of this approach makes the implementation of systematic im-
provements, both in the description of experimental data and in predictive power, rather compli-
cated. While additional terms can be added to the EDF to reduce difference between theory and
experiment, it is hard to define a clear hierarchy among the different terms for a general functional.
EFT approaches introduce such kind of systematic improvements by relying on an order by order
low momentum expansion from which a multi-nucleon interaction can be extracted. In practice two
and three-body interactions are derived from the EFT expansion with some low energy constants
adjusted to reproduce few-body observables.
In order to implement the systematic order by order improvements of EFT into the EDF
framework [i.e., use a chiral interaction in Eq. (27)], the non-local densities can be treated with
a density matrix expansion (DME). The DME approach can be considered analogous to a Taylor
expansion in the sense that it expands a non-local density in terms of a local density and its
derivatives
ρ
(
R+
r
2
,R+
r
2
)
≈
nmax∑
n=0
Πn(kr)Pn(R) (28)
where the Πn functions are determined by the DME variant, Pn denote derivatives of the local
density and the arbitrary momentum scale k is usually chosen to be the Fermi momentum kF .
This DME approach has recently been fully implemented in [294] with a chiral two pion ex-
change potential including ∆ resonances [295]. Although this EDF is microscopically constrained, a
phenomenological contribution to the EDF is still necessary to recover the many-body correlations.
Nevertheless, this implementation presents an improvement, in terms of describing experimental
nuclear structure data, over previous purely phenomenological approaches like UNEDF2 [296].
Furthermore, a systematic improvement can be observed when comparing theoretical calculations
of nuclear masses at different chiral orders with measured values.
3.7 Tails of wave functions: a challenge to many-body theory
An example of the challenges as one goes from bound state calculations to reactions and other
calculations in the continuum are the tails of wave functions. In principle the tails are simple:
they depend upon the separation energy (“slope”) and the asymptotic normalization coefficient
(“amplitude”). The separation energy is an example of the sensitivity of such calculations to
energies. The ANC can be, at least in principle, calculated through an integral over the interior of
the nucleus, but this method still has to be fully implemented in many-body methods in occupation
space [297].
As a specific example, consider the astrophysically important reaction 7Be+p →8B+γ. The
separation energy for the ground state of 8B is only 137 keV, and in the core of the Sun, the
Gamow reaction peak is around 20 keV. To give an idea of the importance of the long range
tail, approximate the p-wave ground state wave function by an exponential, exp(−κr), where
κ =
√
2mEs/~2 ∼ 0.08fm, where Es is the separation energy (137 keV), and the scattering state
by sin kr where k ∼√2mEG/~2 ∼ 0.03fm, where EG is the Gamow peak energy of 20 keV. This of
course ignores Coulomb. For an E1 transition, then, the integrand looks like r2 exp(−κr) sin(kr).
Even ignoring the scattering state, the E1 × the loosely bound state peaks at around 25 fm. To
get the integral to converge, one has to integrate out beyond 100 fm.
Of course, if one can extract accurately the ANC and the separation energy, one can then
compute the integral correctly. The problem then becomes, can one extract from theory both the
separation energy and the ANC with sufficient accuracy.
Now here is one of the “cultural” differences between many-body theory and reaction theory,
at least for weakly bound systems. Scattering and reaction theory, especially for weakly bound
systems, depend crucially upon the asymptotics, which depend in turn on getting both relative
energies such as the separation energy right, and on getting the amplitude (ANC) of the asymptotic
wave function correct as well. Many-body theorists are well aware that their models generally do
poorly on the asymptotics of the wave functions.
But getting the tails right is a tricky business. It is not simply enough to go beyond harmonic
oscillator states. Radial wave functions derived from Woods-Saxon potentials, Hartree-Fock, or
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Coulomb-Sturmian will in general also not have the correct asymptotic behavior – they will be
simply less grossly violating than harmonic oscillator.
The reason is that the asymptotic behavior does not arise from the one-body wave functions
we build the wave functions from, but is an A-body effect: it is the behavior of the relative wave
function between a single proton or neutron and the remaining A−1 body system. For any cluster
decomposition, such as d+ (A− 2) or α+ (A− 4) the problem is the same.
And here we have the clash of cultures. Even representing the ‘distance’ between a single
nucleon, or a cluster of nucleons, and the center of mass of the remnant in a fully antisymmeterized
many-body formalism is very difficult to define. Most attempts to do so are either (a) in a relative,
Jacobi-coordinate system, where one can make the distances explicit (but these are limited to
about 6 particles at most) (b) some explicitly clusterized model where one can place clusters a
specified distance apart, such as Fermion Molecular Dynamics, or the group-theoretical methods
which can “boost” clusters.
Another approach is to use integral relations, which relate scattering amplitudes and ANCs
to integrals over the bulk of the wave function via Green’s functions. The advantage of such
approaches is that they are much less sensitive to the tails of the wave functions but can still get
scattering information correct. Such methods have been applied to GFMC and hyperspherical
harmonic calculations, but also work with a general many-body approach.
4 Connections
4.1 Input from many-body calculations into few-body methods
4.1.1 Effective inter-cluster interactions (optical potentials)
Exact solutions for the scattering problem have only been formulated and carried out for few-
nucleon systems. Todays most advances in exact scattering calculations have been carried out for
the four-nucleon system [298, 299, 25, 300]. Applying this approach to nuclear reactions has been
and still is isolating important degrees of freedom, thus reducing the many-body problem to a
few-body problem, and solving the few-body problem exactly [301].
Isolating important degrees of freedom means projecting onto a reduced Hilbert space and thus
creating effective interactions between the degrees of freedom that are treated either exactly or
with ‘controlled’ approximations. Since the 1960’s (or earlier) such effective interactions have been
constructed by fitting relevant experimental data with usually complex functions, leading to the
well known phenomenological optical model potentials (see e.g. [302, 303, 304, 305]), which are
local and energy-dependent. While the large body of phenomenological work may keep some place
in practical applications, an overarching goal is to construct such effective interactions from the
same first principles that govern the advance in many-body approaches to nuclear structure.
The effective interaction between a nucleon and a nucleus is one of the most important ingre-
dients for reaction theories. Theoretical formulations have been introduced early on by Feshbach,
leading to the Green’s function formulation [96]. The theoretical approach to elastic scattering of
a nucleon from a nucleus, pioneered by Watson [306, 307], made familiar by Kerman, McManus,
and Thaler [308] and being refined further as the spectator expansion [309] leads to a multiple
scattering expansion that can employ structure and reaction contents on equal footing in an or-
der by order fashion. Both approaches start from a many-body Hamiltonian employing two- and
three-nucleon forces.
4.1.2 Effective inter-cluster interaction based on the Green’s function method for
low energies: Results from the Coupled-cluster approach
The computation of a many-body propagator can be used to generate an effective interaction
between the few sub-systems (clusters) that participate in a reaction process (e.g., nucleon-nucleus
optical potential). An ideal framework for constructing nucleon-nucleus optical potential, is the
Green function propagator. This is the propagator related to the A + 1 and A − 1 system with
respect to the A system, and the self-energy Σ arising from the Dyson equation, see Eq. (26), is
the desired effective potential [97]. The Green function can be calculated self-consistently form
first principles [287] or constructed from a phenomenological approach [310] (cf. Sec. 3.5). It can
eventually be built also using solutions from other many-body methods [239].
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For the CC method (Sec. 3.4.4), the matrix elements of the corresponding Green’s function
reads
GCC(α, β,E) ≡
〈Φ0,L|aα 1
E − (H − EAgs) + iη
a†β |Φ0〉
+ 〈Φ0,L|a†β
1
E − (EAgs −H)− iη
aα|Φ0〉. (29)
where aα = e−TaαeT and a
†
β = e
−Ta†βe
T are respectively, the similarity-transformed annihilation
and creation operators. 〈Φ0,L| is the left eigenvector associated with the gs of H (H being not
Hermitian has left- and right-eigenvectors [311, 203]). By definition, the parameter η is such that
in the physical limit η → 0. In practice, the Green’s function (29) is calculated by working in
the complex Berggren basis [217, 225] which (i) enables the description of bound, resonant and
scattering states of the A and A± 1 nuclei and (ii) removes numerical instability associated with
the poles of the Green’s function.
Figure 16 shows calculations for the neutron elastic cross sections for 40Ca and 48Ca calculated
with the optical potential obtained by inverting the Dyson equation fulfilled by the Green’s function
calculated at the CCSD level. Calculations were performed using the NNLOsat chiral interaction
[313] (which contains both NN+3NFs terms) which reproduces the binding energy and charge
radius for both systems [314, 315]. Results are shown for respectively 5.17 MeV and 7.81 MeV
in order to compare with available experimental data. In both cases, one expects the calculated
optical potentials to have a finite imaginary part which reflects the loss of flux in the elastic channel.
More precisely, in the case of neutron scattering on 40Ca at E = 5.17 MeV, there is a potential
absorption due to excitation of 40Ca to its first excited state E(0+) = 3.35 MeV or second excited
state E(3−) = 3.74 MeV. However, the calculated optical potentials yield a negligible value for
the absorption in all partial waves [316]. This indicates that correlations beyond the singles and
doubles truncation level in the CC method are needed to account for the absorption due to the
target excitation. A similar situation occurs for the neutron scattering off 48Ca at 7.81 MeV.
As shown in Fig. 16, one could artificially increase absorption by considering finite values of η
instead of taking the limit η → 0+. When η increases, the elastic scattering cross section decreases
with a more pronounced relative reduction at larger angles and the agreement with data improves.
Angular distributions calculated with the phenomenological Koning-Delaroche potential [312] are
also shown for comparison in Fig. 16.
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4.1.3 Effective inter-cluster interaction based on the multiple scattering method for
intermediate energies: Results based on the no-core shell model
      
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Figure 17: Schematic illustration of the effective (optical) potential Uˆ (k′,k) for the single scatter-
ing term in the the multiple scattering approach, where the momenta k and k′ are the initial and
final momenta of the projectile in the frame of zero total nucleon-nucleus momentum, τˆ is the NN
t-matrix. The same nucleon-nucleon NN interaction is used to calculate the nuclear density ρA of
the target.
The spectator expansion is constructed within a multiple scattering theory predicated upon the
idea that two-body interactions between the projectile and the target nucleons inside the nucleons
play a dominant role. Thus, the first order term involves two-body interactions between the
projectile and one of the target nucleons (represented by a one-body density matrix), the second
order term involves the projectile interacting with two target nucleons and so forth. While the
original spectator expansion [309] referred to expanding the many-body transition amplitude, it is
more natural in the spirit deriving an effective interaction between the projectile and the target
nucleus to expand the effective potential operator [317] in terms of active particles.
Current implementations of this expansion are based on two active particles leading to an
effective potential schematically given in Fig. 17 and meaning that a one-body density matrix
and a two-nucleon transition amplitude determine the effective nucleon-nucleus interaction [240],
which is nonlocal as well as energy-dependent. We want to emphasize that now the one-body
density matrix and the two-nucleon transition amplitude are derived from the same underlying
nucleon-nucleon interaction [318]. Figure 18 shows the angular distribution of the differential cross
section and the analyzing power for 4He and 16O at 200 MeV laboratory projectile kinetic energy
with the effective interaction calculated as desribed in [240] and consistenly based in the NNLOopt
chiral interaction from [173].
It should also be pointed out that the many-body character of the free Green’s function treated
in [240] in the extreme closure approximation in principle connects even the first order of the
effective potential to a two-body density matrix if one wants to include the effect of other nucleons
in the nucleus on the struck target nucleon. In a mean-field picture this effect was estimated in [319]
and found to be important only at energies below 100 MeV projectile kinetic energy. Similarly, in
the lowest order two-body antisymmetry is achieved through the use of two-body t-matrices which
are themselves antisymmetric in the two “active" variables (corresponding to the weak binding
limit in [320]). For the next order, requiring two-body densities, three “active” variables need to
be antisymmetrized, an effect which has been estimated in [321] and found small in the regime of
200 MeV projectile energy. Genuine three-nucleon force effects will only enter in the next order
of the spectator expansion and also require two-body densities as well as solving a three-body
problem for the three active nuclei. However, useful insights into the size and energy dependence
of those contributions may already be obtained by an approximate solution.
4.2 Response functions and sum rules based on bound state techniques
Electroweak reactions allow for a description of the cross section in terms of response functions,
such as R(ω) = ∑∫
f
| 〈ψf | Oˆ |ψ0〉 |2δ (Ef − E0 − ω), where |ψ0〉 and |ψf 〉 are the initial and final
state of the nucleus, with energy E0/Ef , respectively, while Oˆ is the excitation operator inducing
the transition and ω is the excitation energy. While the final states |ψf 〉 typically include several
break-up channels, the response functions as well are the corresponding moments – also called sum
rules – can be obtained without explicitly solving for the complicated final states in the continuum,
by utilizing an integral transform approach. A prominent example is the Lorentz integral transform
(LIT) method [324, 325], where one applies an integral transformation on the response function
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Figure 18: The angular distribution of the differential cross section divided by the Rutherford
cross section and the angular distribution of the analyzing power for elastic proton scattering from
4He (left panels) and 16O (right panels) at 200 MeV laboratory kinetic energy as function of the
momentum transfer and the c.m. angle calculated with the NNLOopt chiral interaction [173]. For
the 4He calculations Nmax = 18 is employed, while for the 16O Nmax = 10. The values of ~ω are
given in the legend. The data for 4He at 200 MeV are taken from Ref. [322] while the data for
16O at 200 MeV are taken from Ref. [323]. The dashed vertical line in each figure indicates the
momentum transfer q = 2.45 fm−1 corresponding to the laboratory kinetic energy 125 MeV of the
np system up to which the NNLOopt chiral interaction was fitted.
using a Lorentzian kernel as L(σ,Γ) = Γpi
∫
dω R(ω)(ω−σ)2+Γ2 = 〈ψ˜|ψ˜〉. Here, σ and Γ are the centroid
energy and the width of the Lorentzian kernel, respectively. The Lorentz integral transform L(σ,Γ)
can be calculated as the squared norm of the state |ψ˜〉, which is found as unique solution of
the bound-state-like equation
(
Hˆ − z
)
|ψ˜〉 = Oˆ |ψ0〉, where z = E0 + σ + iΓ. The response
function R(ω) is then recovered by numerically inverting the integral transform. This method
essentially reduces the problem to one that can be tackled by any suitable many-body bound-state
technique. Few- and many-body approaches previously used include hyperspherical harmonics
expansions [326, 327, 328], the no-core shell model [329, 330], coupled-cluster theory [331, 332]
(Fig. 19), and the symmetry-adapted no-core shell model [333, 334].
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40Ca Figure 19: 40Ca photonuclear cross section
from the LIT method used in conjunction
with coupled-cluster theory [332] (in the
coupled-cluster singles and doubles approx-
imation, CCSD) compared to experimental
data [335]. Result obtained with a two-body
Hamiltonian from chiral effective field the-
ory.
The LIT method allows to obtain response functions by inverting transforms calculated with
a finite width Γ. In many-body calculations the convergence of such transforms in terms of the
model space is much faster than the convergence of a discretized response computation, which
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corresponds to a calculation in the limit of Γ → 0. Moreover, after the inversion of a finite-
width LIT one takes the final state interaction in the continuum properly into account, as shown
in benchmark calculations with few-body methods that explicitly calculate the final states [336].
The LIT method has been applied to study electroweak response functions of various kinds, see
e.g. [325] and references therein, and more recently also to the study of nuclear polarization effects
for muonic atoms [337]. However, if one is interested only in integral properties of the response
functions, namely in sum rules, the Lanczos sum rule (LSR) method (see, e.g., [338, 339] and
references therein) is especially suitable. It has been shown that the convergence pattern in terms
of the model space size is similar to that of the LIT transform [339]. This method has been used for
computing sum rules of low-energy electromagnetic transitions, leading for example to interesting
finding regarding the nuclear electric dipole polarizability [340, 341]. More recently it has also
been used to compute monopole, dipole and quadrupole sum rules with various weights (e.g., see
Ref. [333, 334]), some of which are particularly relevant to muonic atoms (see e.g. [339, 342, 343]).
4.3 Double charge-exchange transitions and the double Gamow-Teller
resonance from the shell model
The double charge-exchange (DCX) processes are a promising tool to explore nuclear structure and
in particular the study of two-body correlations in nuclei. In the 1980s, the DCX reactions using
pion beams produced in the three meson factories at LAMPF, TRIUMF, and SIN were performed
successfully providing interesting nuclear structure information. At present, there is a renewed
interest in DCX reactions, to a large extent due to the extensive studies of double beta (ββ)-decay,
both the decay in which two neutrinos are emitted (2νββ) and neutrinoless double beta decay
(0νββ). In DCX and ββ-decay, two nucleons are involved. The pion, however, interacts weakly
with states involving the spin and the pion DCX reactions do not excite the states involving the
spin, such as the double Gamow-Teller (DGT) state. The DGT strength is an essential component
of the ββ-decay transitions. It was suggested in the past that one could probe the DGT state
and hopefully the 0νββ decay using DCX reactions with light ions. At present DCX reactions are
performed using light ions. There is a large program called NUMEN in Catania where reactions
with 18O, and 18Ne have been performed. The hope is that such studies might shed some light on
the nature of the nuclear matrix element of the ββ-decay and serve as a “calibration" for the size
of this matrix element. These DCX studies might also provide new interesting information about
nuclear structure. One of the outstanding resonances relevant to the 0νββ decay is the double
Gamow-Teller (DGT) resonance suggested in the past. At RIKEN, there is a DCX program using
ion beams with the hope to observe the DGT states and other nuclear structure properties. At
Osaka University, the new DCX reactions with light ions were used to excite the double charge
exchange states and compare to the pion DCX reaction results. One additional peak appeared in
the cross section suggesting that it is a DGT resonance.
In the present research [344], the DGT transition strength distributions in even-A calcium iso-
topes are calculated in the full fp-model space using the nuclear shell model code NuShellX@MSU.
The single Gamow-Teller operator is applied two times sequentially on the ground state of the
parent nucleus to obtain the DGT strength. The properties of the DGT distribution are examined
and limiting cases when the SU(4) symmetry holds or when the spin orbit-orbit coupling is put
to zero, are studied. The DGT sum rules were used here as a tool to determine whether in our
numerical calculations most of the DGT strength is found. The nuclear shell model wave functions
of the initial ground state, J = 1+ intermediate states, and J = 0+, 2+ final states were computed
using the shell model using the FPD6 and KB3G interactions. The maximum number of interme-
diate states was 1000. The calculations were done for up to 5000 final states. This was enough to
exhaust almost the total strength.
We comment on the question of quenching of GT strength, sometimes phrased as the renormal-
ization of the GT operator. The single GT strength is reduced considerably, 30− 40% quenched.
The origins of this quenching is still a puzzle. Two basic mechanisms were introduced. The quench-
ing in charge exchange reactions is with respect to strength in the main peaks of the GT resonance.
It is suggested that the rest of the strength is strongly fragmented and spread out at energies sev-
eral tens of MeV above the main peaks. The nuclear force mixes the 1p-1h configurations that
make up the GT state with 2p-2h configurations, leading to fragmentation of strength. There
are experimental attempts to locate this strength but the results so far are not conclusive. The
second possibility is that the missing GT strength is due to the coupling of the GT state to the
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internal excitation of the nucleon, namely to the ∆ resonance, removing the strength to a high
energy of about 300 MeV excitation. (Of course, there is the possibility that both mechanisms
could contribute.) The quenching of the GT strength would affect the DGT strength as well and
probably to a larger extent. The ββ-decay, as already mentioned, is directly related to the DGT
strength. The transition operator of the 2νββ is the same as the DGT operator. In the case of the
0νββ the transition operators have in addition to the DGT operator also a spatial dependence.
The quenching will affect both types of ββ-decay transitions. However, the effect on the 0νββ may
be different than for the 2νββ, depending on the quenching mechanism. By studying the stronger
DGT transitions, in particular, the DGT giant resonance experimentally and theoretically, the cal-
culations of ββ-decay nuclear matrix elements can be calibrated to some extent. Nowadays the ion
DCX reactions have been discussed mainly in the context of 0νββ, however, the ion DCX reaction
itself is a new probing tool of nuclear structure, in particular of spin degrees of freedom. The DGT
resonance is just one example. Because two nucleons participate in the DCX reactions, one can
expect that the nucleon-nucleon interaction and correlations can be probed, including nuclei that
are far from the stability region. It is important to derive a DCX reaction theory that will enable
to incorporate the microscopic description of the DGT strength in order to calculate cross sections.
4.4 Extrapolations from finite-volume calculations
4.4.1 ANCs from finite-volume calculations
As pointed out previously, ANCs are in principle observables, but difficult or impossible to measure
directly. Usually one has to rely on their inherent connection to low-energy scattering properties,
encoded, e.g., in the parameters of the effective range expansion. The latter is typically how ANCs
enter in Halo EFT calculations, where the EFT expansion allows for their systematic correla-
tion with other parameters. However, this does not allow to predict ANCs based on microscopic
interactions.
An interesting possibility to obtain direct theoretical predictions of ANCs is given by finite-
volume calculations as they are performed not only in lattice QCD but also in lattice EFT. With
the latter approach, which is by now able to simulate sizable number of nucleons and also include
the Coulomb interaction [211, 345, 212], it could be possible to extract ANCs relevant for reactions
like α+3He or 7Be+p in the future, based on simulations of 7Be and 8B, respectively.
The key idea behind extracting ANCs from the volume dependence of bound states goes back
to a result by Luscher, who derived in Ref. [346] that an s-wave bound states of two interacting
particles with reduced mass µ, generated by an interaction with finite range R, is shifted in energy
when it is enclosed in a cubic box with periodic boundary conditions. Denoting the length of this
box by L, the volume dependent binding energy shift of the state is
∆B(L) = −3|C|2 e
−κL
µL
+O(e−√2κL) , (30)
where κ =
√
2µB is the binding momentum of the state and C denotes the ANC. Equation (30)
is valid for L  R, and the exponential form as well as the ANC occurring in the expression
for the energy shift directly reflect that it is the asymptotic (long-range) properties of the state
that govern the volume dependence, and not the short-range details of the interaction. While
we focus here on the cubic periodic case as it occurs in lattice calculations, we note that the
same basic principle applies more generally, e.g., to infrared extrapolations of harmonic oscillator
basis, where the model-space truncation has been shown to impose an effective hard-wall boundary
condition [347, 348, 349, 350]. What makes Eq. (30) so useful is that it directly relates the infinite-
volume quantities κ and C to the volume dependent energies, allowing, in the simplest case, a
combined extraction of both from a calculation at merely two different volumes. In practice,
however, given in particular that lattice simulations typically involve stochastic noise, it is better
to have more volumes available to perform a more sophisticated fit.
While Eq. (30) is limited to two-body s-wave states, it has been shown to hold in a more general
form also for bound states with angular momentum. Specifically, Refs. [351, 352] derived that for
a two-body state with angular momentum `, the energy shift is
∆B(`,Γ)(L) = α
(
1
κL
) |C|2 e−κL
µL
+O(e−√2κL) , (31)
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where Γ labels a representation of the cubic group (thus taking into account that the periodic box
breaks the spherical symmetry of the infinite-volume system), and α(x) is a known polynomial,
tabulated in Ref. [352], that depends on ` and Γ. Reference [353] further generalized the relation
to the case of bound states comprised of more than two particles. Most relevantly to the present
discussion, this work shows that the exponential scale governing the asymptotic volume depen-
dence of a given state is associated with the nearest breakup threshold, with the shift still overall
proportional to the associated ANC if the breakup is into two particles. Importantly, this result is
true regardless of whether or not the state is described in an effective two-body halo picture.
4.4.2 Busch formula
The Busch formula was originally derived in Ref. [354] to connect the energy spectrum of a two
cold atom system confined in a harmonic potential trap to their s-wave scattering phase shift.
Various works have followed [355, 356, 357, 358], including generalizing it to the cases of higher
partial waves [357, 358]. The formula can be written as
p2l+1 cot δl (p) = (−1)l+1(4µω)l+ 12
Γ
(
3
4 +
l
2 − E2ω
)
Γ
(
1
4 − l2 − E2ω
) , (32)
where p ≡ √2µE, E is the eigenenergy associated with the trap frequency ω (for a particle with
mass m, the potential is 12mω
2~r2), l as the partial wave, δl is the corresponding phase shift, and µ
is the two-body reduced mass. The formula was applied in low-energy nuclear physics to study a
nucleon-nucleon system [358] and a three-nucleon system [359]. The formula is only exact when ω
approaches zero; the correction at finite ω was missing and increases with ω [358]. In the framework
of Halo-EFT, we have shown that in the low energy region, where the short-distance details of the
two-cluster interaction are not resolved, the correction can be expressed in terms of the Taylor
expansion [360]:
∞∑
i=0
∞∑
j=0
Ci,j
(
b−4
Λ4
)i(
p2
Λ2
)j
= (−1)l+1
(
4µω
Λ2
)l+ 12 Γ ( 34 + l2 − E2ω )
Γ
(
1
4 − l2 − E2ω
) , (33)
with
( p
Λ
)2l+1
cot δl (p) =
∞∑
j=0
Ci=0,j
(
p2
Λ2
)j
. (34)
Λ is introduced as a reference momentum scale to make the parameters Ci,j dimensionless, and
is the high-momentum scale of the theory; b ≡ 1/√µω is the infrared length scale of a harmonic
potential.
Following Ref. [358], we tested the improved-Busch formula by studying a two-nucleon system
in the 1S0 channel. Fig. 20 shows how precisely the low-energy phase-shift can be predicted using
the improved formula truncated to a finite series. In order to fix the unknown Ci,j coefficients,
Bayesian inference is applied to analyze the eigenergies [358, 361] calculated by the NCSM as
data. The Bayesian analysis can provide robust error estimation [362]: here it is due to the
formula-truncation error as the ab initio calculations relative error of 10−6 is at least one order of
magnitude smaller. Note that the high-energy scale in terms of Elab is on the order of 10 MeV as
set by the one-pion exchange [358] (for N-α scattering this high-energy scale is around 20 MeV);
in the low-energy region, the predictions agree quite well with the exact results, and interestingly
the estimated error and the true deficiency are consistent [362]. Adding more data points would
improve precision further, because larger data set allows the series in Eq. (33) to be truncated at
a higher order. However, a consistent treatment requires rigorous estimate for the ab initio results
uncertainties, which could be comparable to the series truncation error.
The (improved) Busch formula shows an effective way to connect bound state physics to the
continuum ones, by first separating them (here, by using a background potential). In a potential
trap, the continuum physics is reduced, and the ab initiomethod can be applied to compute energies
and other properties associated with the “compacted” system. The Halo-EFT, as a cluster-based
theory, is designed to focus on the continuum physics, with its unknown parameters dictated by the
underlying short-distance physics. Our strategy is matching the two different frameworks through
computing physical observables such as eigenenergies. The simplification in the two-cluster system
is that through matching, the eigenenergies can be directly related to the phase shifts, as shown
by the (improved) Busch formula. The next step is to generalize this strategy to more complicated
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Figure 20: Relative error of the predicted NN scattering phase shift in 1S0 channel vs laboratory
energy. Two different eigenenergy “data” sets are used (inset): Data-1 with ω = 6, 3, 1, 0.9, 0.8 MeV,
and Data-2 with ω = 1, 0.9, 0.8, 0.6 MeV (data with ω ≈ 1 MeV from [358]; data with ω = 6, 3
from [361]). The open symbols are the true difference (dashed curves to guide the eye), and the
solid curves represent our estimated 1-σ error bar. Both data sets have 12 eigenenergies.
systems, including inelastic channels and reactions, and systems with more than two clusters. The
formula bears similarity to the Luscher formula [363], as used intensively and being generalized
[364, 365] in the Lattice QCD community to extract hadrons scattering information from the
system eigenenergies in periodic boundary conditions (cf. Sec. 4.4.1). It would be also interesting
to compare the improved Busch formula with the infrared extrapolation procedure commonly
used by the low-energy ab initio community [348], which is based on the relationship between the
eigenenergies in a hard-sphere boundary condition and the scattering phase shift.
In our Halo-EFT work [366, 367, 368, 369] on 7Be (p, γ)8 B, we found that the dependence
of the S factor at zero energy on the ANCs (C), elastic scattering length (a), inelastic channel
contribution strength ε1, and two-body current contribution (L), can be linearized as
S(0) = 35.76C2(3P2)
[
1− 0.002670a(3S1)(1 + 0.9095ε1 − 0.3632L1)
]
+35.76C2(5P2)
[
1− 0.002670a(5S2)(1− 0.3632L2)
]
+ 2.337
(
C2(3P2) + C
2
(5P2)
)
. (35)
All the variables carry units in terms of proper powers of fm, except S(0) in terms of eV b. (In
the derivation, the 8B ground state is 0.1370 MeV below the 7Be+p threshold.) The correlation
between S(0) and the squared ANCs follows from the dominance of the one-body external direct
capture, and it is similar to earlier results, e.g., Refs. [370, 371, 372, 373]. We also found that
changing the 8Be binding energy by 1 keV, while fixing all C, a, and L, changes the S(0) by 1%
[368, 369].
4.5 Time-dependent Basis Function method
The ab initio time-dependent Basis Function (tBF) method solves non-perturbative and time-
dependent problems in quantum mechanics. For an initial demonstration problem, this method is
applied to the Coulomb excitation of the deuteron by an impinging heavy ion [374].
The tBF is designed to utilize NCSM solutions directly for a limited set of reactions (such
as COULEX) in its initial formulation. The ab initio NCSM solves the many-body Schrödinger
equation for the bound states of nuclei treating all nucleons on an equal footing and uses nucleon-
nucleon and three-nucleon interactions derived from chiral EFT.
4.6 Statistical reactions: Nuclear level densities
Many nuclear reactions (in the laboratory, in technological applications, and in astrophysics) can
be successfully understood only if the level density of the final states in continuum is reliably
evaluated. The importance of the level density for undertstanding nuclear structure and reactions
was realized in the first years of nuclear physics. Bethe, Landau and Frenkel were the first to put
the foundation of our current approaches. The main line of the research was based on the Fermi-gas
models for the nucleus. Here the nuclear states were treated as combinations of the particle-hole
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excitations and their counting essentially was reduced to the distribution of excited constituents
over the single-particle levels near the Fermi-surface.
The next steps were related to introducing particle correlations seen in pairing effects and col-
lective states of vibrational and rotational character. The single-particle states were determined
self-consistently with the use of semi-empirical models or more advanced density functional ap-
proaches. The collective states were added with the help of the random phase approximation
and construction of rotational bands. Collective excitations, especially in deformed nuclei, lead to
the so-called collective enhancement of the level density at relatively low energy. In experimental
analysis, the level density of the “back-shifted” Fermi-gas formula is mostly used, as a function of
neutron N and proton Z numbers, excitation energy E, and total spin projection M ,
ρ(E,N,Z,M) =
1
12
√
2a1/4(E −∆)5/4σ e
2
√
a(E−∆)−M2/2σ2 . (36)
The level density for spin J can be restored as the difference of ρ for M = J and M = J + 1. The
main parameter a, the back-shift ∆, supposedly due to pairing, and the spin cut-off parameter σ
usually require empirical adjustments.
Microscopic approaches are often based on the shell model (configuration-interaction approaches).
These approaches either produce exact diagonalization of very large Hamiltonian matrices, cur-
rently with dimensions up to 1011, or use statistical Monte Carlo methods based on the same
matrices and a selected part of the matrix elements that includes the most coherent interactions
(see, e.g., [375, 376, 377]). An inherent weak point here is the necessary truncation of orbital space
as otherwise the diagonalization becomes practically impossible. However, the experience shows
that a shell-model exact diagonalization can predict well the observed level density up to excitation
energy about 15 MeV, or even further on, which is sufficient for many applications. The advantage
of the shell model is in the exact treatment of all parts of interactions, including non-collective
collision-like incoherent matrix elements. Such matrix elements are responsible for a smooth and
wider shape of the total level density (each matrix element of this type adds quadratically to a
width of the level density while these parts of the interaction are missed in other methods). The
total level density in the shell-model space is the Gaussian function, as predicted by the random
matrix theory (the down-going part describes just the model rather than realistic physics). One can
extract thermodynamic properties of the system (entropy, temperature, single-particle occupation
numbers, etc.) and justify the ideas of quantum chaos in real systems with no random elements
(see, e.g., [378, 379, 380, 381, 382, 383, 384]).
Based on the chaotic properties of many-body dynamics with sufficiently strong interactions,
the statistical procedures were worked out avoiding the diagonalizattion of prohibitively large
matrices. The “moments” method uses only first two Hamiltonian moments which can be read
from the matrix itself [385, 386, 387, 388]. This was successfully used for nuclei in sd and pf
shells; with special precautions, the results coincide with those of complete diagonalization when
the latter is practically possible.
Practically all current theoretical and experimental results for the level density are well de-
scribed by the “constant temperature model” (CTM) with an exponential form different from that
in eq. (36),
ρ(E) = const eE/T . (37)
In contrast to the original interpretation of this model as a manifestation of the pairing phase
transition, the shell-model analysis shows that this description remains valid, with the same T ,
when pairing is excluded and even for anti-pairing (repulsive interaction). The parameter T in Eq.
(37) is not an actual temperature kept constant while the system undergoes a phase transition.
Instead, this is similar to the limiting temperature at high energy with the exponentially rising
number of resonances when the system has a crossover to quark-gluon or string state. Such a
behavior is known for the bag model of particle physics. In nuclei it marks the gradual transition
to quantum chaos where the thermodynamic temperature of the initial stage,
Tt−d = T [1− e−E/T ], (38)
reaches the value predicted by the bulk Gaussian curve.
In practice, the parameter 1/T characterizes the rate of increase of the level density at low
energy. Among many silicon isotopes, the lowest T belongs to 28Si with N = Z, due to the presence
of isospin 0 states. The parameter T falls down if the single-particle levels are degenerate (the
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largest rate of chaotization for degenerate orbitals). The model predicts collective enhancement in
the deformed case and the specific J-dependence. The results for the best parameters for all sd
nuclei and all J-classes are tabulated [389]. The generalization to heavier nuclei is in preparation.
The main theoretical problems are (i) to understand better the nature of the CTM and to give
predictions for its parameters and their A- and J-dependence and (ii) to find ways for overcoming
computational difficulties in going to heavier nuclei (see, e.g., [390, 391, 389, 392]).
5 Conclusions: where we have been and where we are going
The past quarter century has seen a resurgence in microscopic nuclear many-body theory, in
particular in the development and application of a host of ab initio techniques. But many challenges
remain, in particular in coupling the detailed many-body calculations to reactions and other physics
in the continuum.
Of particular importance are applications to medium and heavy nuclei, which are and will
be of interest to current and upcoming radioactive ion beam facilities. Coupled-cluster methods,
including CC with a Gamow-Berggren basis, can address isotopes near closed shells. IMSRG
can address open-shell nuclides, but cross-shell calculations are currently still difficult, and how
to address tails of wavefunctions is not yet fully understood. The SA-NCSM approach is using
symmetry-adapted bases, especially SU(3) and symplectic Sp(3,R) bases, which can describe open-
shell, deformed medium-mass nuclei, and rigorously encode the important physics of deformation
and kinetic energy.
Some open topics:
• How the effective NN interaction is modified in weakly-bound/unbound states;
• Pairing correlations in the vicinity of drip lines and close to the particle emission threshold
in particle stable nuclei;
• Violation of mirror and isospin symmetries by the continuum coupling - astrophysical conse-
quences;
• Coupling of collective and single-particle motion in the continuum, including the correct
treatment of tails;
• Changes, if any, in γ-selection rules for in- and out- band transitions in resonance bands with
respect to those known in stable nuclei;
• Specific near-threshold phenomena in γ- and particle-decay
• New kinds of multi-nucleon correlations and clustering in the vicinity of particle emission
thresholds, e.g., 3He and 3H clustering vs 4He clustering; similarity and differences;
• Role of coalescing resonances (exceptional points) in nuclear spectroscopy and reactions;
• Finally, merging ab initio models with phenomenology or experimental data.
Most of these problems are equally important both for experimentalists and theorists.
There are several potential paths from many-body theory to the continuum. For example, one
could take the path from many-body theory → fully microscopic (NCSMC, R-matrix, tBF, etc.).
Such a path would be “fundamental” but is extremely difficult because of the overwhelming number
of degrees of freedom.
Alternately, one can attempt to decouple or integrate out most of those pesky degrees of
freedom. For example, a second path is from many-body theory→ effective (’optical’) potential.
This aligns with many “phenomenological” calculations of reactions today, but remains full of
potential pitfalls, such as accounting properly for (or confirming where it is negligible) the Pauli
principle, etc.
A third, related path, also rooted in current practice, is from many-body theory → structure
parameters, e.g., ’spectroscopic factors’. This is practical, and can be useful for some indications
of the uncertainties in many-body calculations. But spectroscopic factors, while useful, are model
dependent and not a real observables [393].
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Of course, as always, the path forward may be none of the above. We hope this somewhat
stitched-together and of necessity incomplete paper will be a resource to the community–for ex-
ample, in the Appendices, where we give more details about how to construct a Gamow-Berggren
basis and optical potentials–showing where we are, where we want to be, and perhaps inspiring
the new ideas and hard work needed to make progress.
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A Appendix: How to build a single-particle Berggren basis
The general idea of the quasi-stationary formalism can be summarized as follows for the one-body
problem: One starts with the time-independent Schrödinger equation for a given partial wave (39)
and one looks for the solutions that are regular at the origin as defined in Eq. (40) and with
outgoing boundary conditions as defined in Eq. (41).
∂2u`(k, r)
∂r2
=
(
`(`+ 1)
r2
+
2m
~2
V (r)− k2
)
u`(k, r). (39)
u`(k, r) ∼
r∼0
C0(k)r
`+1. (40)
u`(k, r) ∼
r→∞ C+(k)H
+
`,η(kr) + C−(k)H
−
`,η(kr) (41)
Two kind of solutions come out of the quasi-stationary problem and both can have real or complex
eigenenergies. The resonant solutions, also called Gamow or Siegert states, are associated with
discrete energies and are poles of the S-matrix. They are often called just "poles". The scattering
solutions correspond to the nonresonant (continuum) states and have continuous energies.
A convenient way to look at the resonant solutions of the quasi-stationary problem is to look
at the position of their momenta in the complex momentum plane as shown in Fig. 21.
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Figure 21: Zoology of S-matrix poles in the complex momentum plane. Bound states are on the
positive part of the imaginary axis, while antibound or virtual states are on the negative part.
Decaying resonances lie in the fouth quadrant and their time-reversal symmetric, the capturing
resonances, lie in the first quadrant. We note that the decaying resonances below the -45 degree
line (dotted line) cannot be interpreted as physical states like antibound states (negative energy,
positive width), and are usually called subthreshold or virtual resonances.
At that point, a natural question is: Is it possible to use those states to expand any physi-
cal state similarly to the Mittag-Lefller expansion? This answer was found by T. Berggren in a
groundbreaking work published in 1968 [217] where he demonstrated that a single-particle com-
pleteness relation can be built using resonant states and scattering states. He later demonstrated
the equivalence with the Mittag-Lefller approach [218].
The proof of the so-called Berggren basis is based on the Cauchy’s residue theorem, where
the Newton basis [394] that is only made of bound states and positive energy scattering states is
deformed, as shown in Fig. 22, to form a complex contour that surrounds selected poles of the
S-matrix (resonant states).
In the particular case shown in Fig. 22, only bound states, narrow decaying resonances and
scattering states along the contour are considered, but the specific shape of the contour is unim-
portant providing that the poles inside are properly accounted for in the completeness relation.
It is possible to show that if the contour is divided in three parts denoted S, L− and L+ in the
Fig. 22, in the limit of an infinite radius only the L+ contour has a nonzero contribution in the
completeness relation as defined in Eq. (42).
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Figure 22: Construction of a typical Berggren basis using Cauchy’s residue theorem. The shape
of the contour could be changed to go around antibound states, providing that they are accouned
for in the completeness relation.
∑
n∈(b,d)
|u`(kn)〉 〈u˜`(kn)|+
∫
L+
dk |u`(k)〉 〈u˜`(k)| = 1ˆ`,j . (42)
The sum in Eq. (42) runs over the bound states and decaying resonances (radial part), while
the integral along the contour L+ defines the nonresonant continuum. The tilde over the bras
denotes the time reversal operation which is equivalent to the complex conjugate operation. As a
consequence, the norm for decaying resonances is the rigged Hilbert space norm (square) as shown
in Eq. (43), that reduces to the usual norm for bound states (square modulus).
N 2 = 〈u˜`,η|u`,η〉 =
∫ ∞
0
dr u˜∗`,η(r)u`,η(r) =
∫ ∞
0
dr u2`,η(r). (43)
In practice, the Berggren basis is represented as in Fig. 23 and the contour representing the
nonresonant continuum is discretized in momentum space using a quadrature technique such as
the Gauss-Legendre quadrature with about 30-45 scattering states. The truncation of the contour
along the real axis usually requires a maximal momentum of about kmax = 6 fm−1 to ensure the
completeness.
Several methods can be used to generate a single-particle Berggren basis as shown in Fig. 24.
The methods shown on the left in Fig. 24 allow to generate a Berggren basis from scratch, while
the methods on the right are ways to generate new (improved) Berggren basis if one already has
one. Basically, the methods on the left require a one-body potential and a numerical technique to
compute Gamow states, while the methods on the right require a many-body result to generate a
one-body density whose eigenstates (natural orbits) form a correlated single-particle basis.
The simplest one is based on the analytical continuation of spherical Bessel function in the
complex plane. Spherical Bessel functions are solutions of the stationary Shrödinger equation
without any potential as shown in Eq. (44).
∂2ψ`(k, r)
∂r2
=
(
`(`+ 1)
r2
− k2
)
ψ`(k, r). (44)
Only the solutions of the first kind j`(kr) that are regular at the origin are of interest to build
basis states as defined in Eq. (45).
φ`(kr) =
√
2
pi
krj`(kr). (45)
These basis states satisfy a special case of the Berggren basis when only positive energy scattering
states are involved as in Eq. (46).
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Figure 23: The nonresonant continuum states along the complex contour are discretized in mo-
mentum space, which allows to cover relatively high energies in the completeness relation.
∫ ∞
0
dr φ`(kr)φ`(k
′r) = δk,k′ . (46)
The trick is to deform the real axis to form contour in the complex momentum plane and to
compute the basis states in Eq. (45) of complex arguments kr. The analytical continuation of
the spherical Bessel functions in the complex plane can be achieved using the recurrence relation
refined in Eq. (47) (NIST 10.51(i)) and which is accurate up to ` = 6.
fn+1(z) + fn−1(z) =
2n+ 1
z
fn(z) (47)
Once the basis states are computed, any one-body potential can be diagonalized, and the resulting
eigenstates form a new basis that might include one or more resonant states depending on the
potential.
The second method based on the Jost function [394] requires more work but provides smaller
bases for the same level of completeness, which is unimportant at that point but can be crucial in
many-body applications. There are in fact two equivalent Jost function methods, each one having
pros and cons. The first Jost function method presented hereafter is the one used in the Gamow
shell model [395, 251, 225], while the second one can be found in Ref. [396].
The first Jost function method is basically a search of the zeroes of the outgoing Jost function
for resonant states. One starts with the one-body stationary Schrödinger equation including the
Coulomb potential as shown in Eq. (48).
∂2u`,η(k, r)
∂r2
=
(
`(`+ 1)
r2
+
2m
~2
V (r)− 2ηk
r
+ k2
)
u`,η(k, r). (48)
One wants the solutions that are regular at the origin and with outgoing boundary conditions, so
at large distances, the solutions are the incoming and outgoing Hankel functions:
H±`,η(z) =
{
F`,η(z)∓ iG`,η(z) for η 6= 0,
z[j`(z)∓ n`(z)] for η = 0,
(49)
which are expressed using either the Coulomb wave functions if there is a Coulomb potential, or
the spherical Bessel functions if there is none. Consequently, a general solution of Eq. (48) at large
distances can be written as a linear combination of Hankel functions:
u`,η(k, r) = C
+(k)H+`,η(kr) + C
−(k)H−`,η(kr). (50)
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Figure 24: Most common options to generate either a new Berggren basis from scratch, or a
better Berggren basis from an existing one. The resulting states are defined by the usual quantum
numbers n, `, j and mt, but in practice one also needs to know whether they correspond to pole
states or scattering states.
The solution at large distances must match the solution at intermediate distances, and so the
general solution of Eq. (48) can then be written:
u`,η(k, r) = C
+(k)u+`,η(k, r) + C
−(k)u−`,η(k, r). (51)
The goal is then to determine the incoming and outgoing functions u±`,η(k, r) and the associated
coefficients C±(k). The Schrödinger equation can be integrated from zero to r = R with R large
enough to reach the asymptotic region, and at that point one can use the matching conditions
defined in Eqs. (52,53).
d
dr
(
C+(k)H+`,η(kR) + C
−(k)H−`,η(kR)
)
=
du`(k,R)
dr
. (52)
C+(k)H+`,η(kR) + C
−(k)H−`,η(kR) = u`(k,R). (53)
While these conditions are sufficient for scattering states, outgoing resonant states (bound states,
decaying resonances) satisfy C−(k) = 0 by definition, which means that the differentiability of the
wave function is not ensured by Eqs. (52,53). In fact, the additional constrain for outgoing states
comes from the outgoing Jost function. The incoming and outgoing Jost functions are defined as
[394]:
J±` (k) = W (u±` (k, r), u`(k, r)) = u±` (k, r)
du`(k, r)
dr
− u`(k, r)du
±
` (k, r)
dr
. (54)
The presence of the Wronskian makes the Jost functions independent of r by construction, and
so numerically the differentiability of the wave function is enforced by varying k until J +` (k) = 0,
which is just a search of zeroes. The advantage of this method is that the momenta of the resonant
states is determined while solving the Schrödinger equation.
The second Jost function method [396] is relatively simpler to implement but requires to know
the momenta of the resonant states to include in the Berggren basis beforehand. In practice, this
information is obtained by first solving the problem using the method based on spherical Bessel
functions, and then just keeping the poles of interest.
The idea of this method is to write the wave function at intermediate distances as a linear
combination of Hankel functions as in Eq. (50), except that before the asymptotic region the
coefficients C±(k) are replaced by the "r-dependent" Jost functions F+`,η(r, k). The trick is to
have an equation for the derivative of the r-dependent Jost functions with initial conditions, which
allows to integrate the Schrödinger equation from zero to any desired value as shown in Fig. 25.
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Initial condition:F±ℓ,η(0, k) = 1
“Jost function”:
∂
∂r F±ℓ,η(r , k) = ∓ ik H∓ℓ,η(kr)2µh̵2 V (r)uℓ(r , k)
Wave function:
uℓ(r , k) = 12 (F+ℓ,η(r , k)H+ℓ,η(kr) + F−ℓ,η(r , k)H−ℓ,η(kr))
Figure 25: Simple scheme to compute the wave functions of pole and scattering states using the
Jost function method. The momenta of the pole states must be known beforehand.
Using the initial conditions for the r-dependent Jost functions and the wave function, the
derivatives of the r-dependent Jost functions can be computed, and hence the values of the r-
dependent Jost functions at the next point, which can be used to compute the wave function etc.
At large distances, the r-dependent Jost functions must become constant and correspond to the
Jost functions lim
r→∞F
+
`,η(r, k) = J +`,η(k), which implies that the incoming and outgoing coefficients
are given by: C±(k) = J±`,η(k)/2. These coefficients are the asymptotic normalization coefficients
(ANCs) and can then be used to compute phase-shifts for instance.
Once all necessary resonant and scattering states have been obtained, the normalization can be
achieved for scattering states [397] by satisfying Eq. (55) while for resonant states a regularization
method must be used to compute the norm as defined in Eq. (43).
C+(k)C−(k) =
1
2pi
(55)
Several regularization methods can be used in principle to normalized a decaying resonance state,
but the exterior complex-scaling method [398, 399, 400] appears as a relatively convenient approach
as it can be applied on any wave function. The norm is then computed as follows:
N 2 =
∫ R
0
dr u2`,η(r) + (C
+(k))
2
∫ ∞
R
dr (H+`,η(kr))
2
,
= IR + (C+(k))2
∫ ∞
0
dx (H+`,η(k[R+ xe
iθ]))
2
eiθ, (56)
where the tail of the wave function is rotated in the asymptotic region by a given angle until the
integral is regularized. Once this is achieved, the result does not depend on the angle θ and the
position R around which the rotation is done.
As a final remark, one of the biggest difficulty with the Jost function methods is to compute
the Hankel functions in the complex plane. So far, it seems that such functions are only available
in two publications [401, 402].
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B Appendix: How to build an effective nucleon-nucleus (‘op-
tical’) potential via Green functions
In principle, Green functions can be generated post-hoc using the many-body method of choice (cf.
also Sect. 3.5). Consequently, the effective nucleon-nucleus interaction can be calculated through
the inversion of the Dyson equation (26),
Σ? = (G0)−1 −G−1, (57)
where G0 and G are the bare and dressed propagators respectively. We outline here some notable
points necessary to generate the self-energy from a many-body calculation:
1. Construct the bare single-particle Green function in the given many-body context. That is,
consider Eq. (22) and EA0 as the unperturbed ground state of the system with A particles
(e.g. harmonic oscillator filled to sd shell closure) and EA+1n as the possible states of the
system with A + 1 particles (e.g. harmonic oscillator filled to sd shell closure, +1 particle
in each of the possible states in the space under consideration, 1p3/2 state, 1p1/2 ... etc...).
Densities are given from the chosen basis states (usually trivially 1, corresponding to occupied
hole and particle states, or 0 for unoccupied states).
2. Construct, in the same basis, the dressed single-particle Green function from the given many-
body calculation. That is, considering Eq. (22), using the densities (23) and ground A-
particles and excited A+ 1-particles states coming from the many-body wavefunction.
3. Invert the Dyson equation (57) to obtain the self-energy, which is the non-local, generalized,
nucleon-nucleus optical potential in the chosen basis.
4. Eventually, solve the Dyson equation (26 for the obtained self-energy, at the same many-body
expansion to verify convergence of the propagators.
Once the self-energy is obtained, it is possible to exploit its rich content to explore the single-
particle spectrum and spectral density, nonlocality, volume integrals of the imaginary part, and to
provide a check for dispersion relations.
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